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Bias and racism are ofken a probiem in schools. Many children are singled out for teashg 

or bdlyhg based on theH culture or personal attributes. In 1995 1 CO-authored a curriculum 

project, Cultural Awareness Throuph the Arts, that was designed to address the issues of bias 

generally and bias toward Fim Nations People specifically. As the title indicates. it was planned 

that snidents would leam about the Fim Nations People through their arts. The unit appeared to 

help students deveiop positive attitudes towards First Nations People and seemed to succeed 

iargely because of the contriiution of the arts. The project was assessed by examining 1 23 

-dents' responses to a questioruiaire administered at the conclusion of the project and by 

examining 7 teachers' perceptions h u g h  a focus p u p  discussion. 

n i e  study is situated in the litmature reiated to muhiculturai, antiracist, and antibias 

education m Enpiand, Ausualia, United States, and Canada. It is aiso siniated in Dissanayake's 

theory of art as a biological need as d e m i  m her book, Homo Aestheticus: Where Art Comes 

From and Whv. The components of her theory are used to categorize much of the data 

The data show that a major contn'buting factor to the success of the curriculum project 

was the centrality of the arts. The petsonal ünk created between the students and the First Nations 

artists through viewing and doing the arts was micial to the developrnent of positive attitudes. 

The -sis of the data reveaied a developmental continuum of tolerance on which students cuuld 

be placed ushg key indicaton that are descn'bed in the thesis. This continuum can be used to 

d e m i i  the student's level o f  tolerance towards other people. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Children need to feel safe to leam eff'ectively. Many children do not feel d e  in school. 

For them school is full of name-calling, verbal taunts, and bdying. 08m these children are 

overweight, poor, or leaniing disabled. Sornetimes they are membes of a visible minority and they 

are the victims of prejudice. To make a school safe for these children we have to help their peen 

understand them and how they feel. 

Much prejudice in our society centers on culture. In a multiculturd country iike Canada 

the schools have an important role to play in helping people to understand dinerent cultures and 

the people fiom dserent cultures; however, it is Etr fkom clear how we cm do this effectively. 

This thesis explores one possibility . 

Cultural Awareness Throuszh the Arts 

in 1995 I applied for a Minisay of Education grant to create innovative curriculum based 

on The Common Curriculum (MET, 1993b). I wanted to examine the role of the arts in learning 

about a culture and developing positive student attitudes toward another culture. 1 created a 

program that combined antibias education and Native Studies. The program was cailed Cultural 

Awareness Through the Arts (Butler & Swain, 1996). 

Because of pnor teaching experiences in other schools. 1 believed that "immersion" in the 

arts of a culture was a powerfbi tool to develop positive attitudes about this culture. I defined 

"cultural immersion" as a process used in the curriculum project, Culniral Awareness Throwh the 

Arts (Butler & Swain, 1996), to surround the students with the arts, literature, values, traditions, - 
history, beiiefk, and social order of a culture. This was done by surroundmg students with visual 

art, music, dance, drama, and story nom the culture and through the people of the cuhre. 



Cultural immersion was an essential comportent of the integrated curriculum of the projecr where 

students leamed about a culture and then leamed the skills, knowledge. and attitudes of the 

acadernic subject areas through the act of learning about the culture. The goal was to d e  the 

audents feel a genuine understanding and compassion for the culture. The program also included 

antibias education that was carried throughout the unit. 

P m s e s  of the Research 

The project appeared to be highly successfid and 1 wanted to know why. I beiieved the use 

of the arts was integral to its success but 1 wanted to h d  out more about the nature of the d e  of 

the arts. At the same time 1 read a book cded  Homo Aestheticus: Where Art Cornes From and 

Whv (Dissanayake, 1 992). Her theory is that the arts are a human need just as important as food 

and shelter. 1 wanted to examine my project ushg her theory as a h e w o r k .  1 wanted to 

discover if using the arts had touched something Ui the students that codd not be reached through 

more traditional teaching methods. 

These ideas and events led to the foilowing research purposes: 

1. To provide a descriptive account of the teachers' perceptions of the experience 

2. To d e m i  self-reports and teacher-repris of increased tolerance in d e n t s  

3. To descnbe the expression of positive attitudes toward First Nations People during and 

fo llo wing the projec t 

4. To ident* qualities of the arts that might bave played a major role in contriiuting to 

the success of the project 



An Outline of Each Cha~ter 

The foilowing chapten descni  the curriculum project that was carried out with 

intermediate students in three xhools, and the steps 1 took to gather relevant data from the 

project to examine the role of the arts in innuencing students' attitudes toward another culture. 

and my hdings. 

Chapter 2 descnis work done in Britain, Ausaalia, United States, and Canada on 

antiracist education and multicultural educatioa These different approaches to social studies have 

similar goals; therefore, the research done in both areas is included. 

A great deal of work has ken done in the area of culturai studies in schools but many of 

the programs that have ken  developed have not ken  formally evahted. The British Australian 

Amencan, and Canadian programç are, however, representative of the work king done in schools 

and so I bave included descriptions and discussion of them Some fomially evaluated programs 

are discussed later in chapter 4. 

Chapter 3 examines the potenrial role of the arts in antiracist and multicultural programs. 

It focuses on the w of the arts in antiracist and multicultural programmllig in Great Britain. 

United States, and Canada It also provides a description of Dissanayake's ( 1 992) theory of the 

arts as a human biologicai need. Dissanayake descibes the arts as "making speciai" which has 

several aspects. She defhes four components of the arts through which she makes the case for her 

theory: The Arts Draw You ln, The Arts as a Way of Knowing, The Arts as a Humaniring 

Process, and The Arts as  Ernotion. 

Chapter 4 distinguishes three different pedagogicd approaches for dealing with attitudes 

and cdtures. The t e m  "muiticdtural education," "mtiracist education," and "antibias education" 

are often used mterchangably but should wt be. This chapter explores the principal characteristics 



of each type of program and the dserences among the goals for these programS. Included in this 

chapter is a description of some f o d y  evaluated programs whose efficacy was evaluated. A 

British Columbia nudy resembles Cultural Awareness Throu~h the Arts, the curriculum project 

that is at the heart of this research. A common element of the two projects is a focus on 

"immersion," a term used to descni the process aimed at developing positive attitudes in 

students to ward Native People. 

In Chapter 5, I bave descnkd my expenence as an intermediate teacher, my beiiefs about 

teaching, and how these beIiefk led to my involvement in an antibias, arts-based education project. 

There is &O a complete description of the project, Cultural Awareness Thou& the Arts .  The 

approach used in the program was antibias education, which taught the ideas of racism and many 

other forms of bigotry such as ageism, sexism, and classism. It aimed to develop. within the 

students. the criticai thinking skills required to identify both overt and subtle f o m  of bias. Then 

it developed these ideas M e r  by embracing a specific culture. The approach did not end with 

learning about bias. It had the students Ieaming about a culture through the arts of the culture. 

The students leamed about the people of the culture, their history, their beliefh, their traditions. 

their values, and their social order through the stories. dance, drarna, music. and visual arts of the 

people. The approach focused on taking the students as close to the culture as possible. as close 

to individu& in the culture as possible. The term "cultural immersion" was used to define the 

process the midents went thmugh. Chapter 5 ends with a description of the fbai event of the 

project. AU of the students were hvolved m creating a presentation of their l e d g  about Native 

Peoples usmg the arts as the vehicle for this presentation. 

Chapter 6 explains the methods used m determinmg the success of the project; Le.. how 

the data were c o k t e d ,  how the data were analyzed, and the people who were mvolved in the 



gathering of the data in this qualitative study. Questionnaires were completed by students and 

teac hers. These were analyzed by tallying and categorizing the responses into four categories: 

what they leamed; what they beiieved to be important; th& personal high points: and the reasons 

why they considered such high points highlights. 

I analyzed the Teacher Questionnaires using t h e  categories: the need for antibias 

education the role of the arts in the unit, and, evidence of change of student attitude toward 

Native Canadians. 

A Focus Discussion with four of the participating teachers and a facilitator was included 

as part of the research nie discussion centered on the success of the project and the importance 

of the arts to the success. The data the transcript of the focus discussion was analyzed using 

Dissanayake's categories of "making special." Chapter 6 descnis how the scissor-and-sort 

method was w d  to analyze and organize the data It also outlines the procedures foilowed in 

ensuring the anonymity of the participants involved in the study and how the participants for the 

focus discussion were chosen. 

Chapter 7 focuses on the success of the project in developing antiracist attitudes. From the 

analysis of the data 1 was able to d e h e  a continuum that traces the development of tolerance in 

students and teachers through a process which had definite stages or points of development . The 

seps were: No Awareness of Bias, Awareness of Bk. Political Correctness. and Transfer to 

Personai LXe. These stages were illustrated with examples fiom the &ta 

Chapter 8 presents an argument that the arts were a major contributhg factor to the 

success of the curriculum project. This idea is explored uing Dissanayake's (1992) theory of the 

arts as a human biological need as a M e w o r k  for cladjing the data She descnïbed art as 



"making special." I identified five basic characteristics of "making specialt' through which the data 

were anaiyzed. They are: 

1. The arts make you feel good. 

1. The arts draw you in 

3. The arts are universai-they change the role of the teacher, they teach skills. and there 

is a strong emotional component. 

4. The arts d e  the link between the student and the culture. 

5.  There is an importance of both vie- and doing the arts. 

Chapter 9 contains a short epilogue with some concluding comments about the project. 

the ümitations. and the possible ramifications of the study for education. Included is a Native 

story about the differences between Native and non-Native perceptions. 



CHAPTER 2 

RACISM: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS 

There are dinerent approaches to social studies. This chapter descnks work done in 

Britain, Austdh, United States, and Canada on two major approaches--antiracist and 

multicultural education. Often the term "multicultural education" is used to refer to both. The 

characteristics of each of the programs are outlined and compared in this chapter. The two 

approaches ciiffer but their goals are similar. 

A great deal of work has been done in the area of cultural studies in schools but many of 

the programs that have been developed have not k e n  formally evaluated. The British Australian. 

American and Canadian programs are. however, representative of the work king done in schools 

and so this chapter contains descriptions and discussions of them. 

4H Won't Visit Six Nations Reserve 

R a c h  is a &OUS problem as the foiiowing quote fiom the Globe and Mail (1 980) 

illustrates: 

4-H Won't Visit Six Nations Reseme 

A 4-H club Li Manitoba cancelled an exchange with Ohsweken 4-H club after it 

found the Ontario members were Indians and that the Manitoba group would be staying 

on the Six Nations Reserve. 

Theresa Harris, leader of the Ohsweken club, said the Manitoba club backed out of 

the exchange on Thursday after its leader found out that the Ohsweken participants were 

native Indians. 

"Would you send your child to sleep with Indians?" Charlotte Hutton, leader of 

the 4-H club m Oak Lake, Manitoba, said m a telephone interview fiom her home last 



night near Virden. "Would you sleep with Indiaos? You go and sit for seven days on that 

reserve and iive with then" 

Asked why the Oak Lake goup didn't want its members to participate in the 

exchange. Mrs. Hutton said: '4 have Lived beside the Oak Lake Reserve for 18 years and 1 

know what goes on." She said she was upset because her group was "screened 

completely". 

She became angry when asked ifshe was prejudiced against natives. "No. 1 am not 

prejudiced against Canadian Indians," she said forcefidly. Asked ifshe mes Indians. the 

response was ~arcastic:~~I love them." 

"They have their liquor problems," P h y h  Gurnpf. mother of a teenage boy and 

girl in the Manitoba club. said fiom Mrs. Hunon's house. "They fight. and no way am I 

going to send my two kids there to be stabbed," she said vehemently. 

When asked whether it was fair to let Indians on the Manitoba Reserve stand for 

other Indians, Mrs. Gumpf said: 'They're all the same-you can't teil me any different. 

I'm not prejudiced, but 1 told my kids what they were up against and they said, 'No way."' 

(McLaren, 1 980) 

Racism is a serious problem in Canadian schoois. Hallan and Robinson (1989), using 

i n t e ~ e w s  and questionnaires, demonstrated that racist attitudes are common among young 

children especially in schools where the population is predominantiy white. Ijaz and Ijaz (1 982), 

after many discussions with young cNdren wrote that children become aware of racial 

differences by the age of three and by SC hoo 1 age their awamess has hcreased and is completely 

formed. Milner (1 987) stated that children m elementary school have weil developed ideas of 

stereotypes and readify use racial slurs on the piayground. The stereotypes that children have 



become more in@ed with the passage of time and more resistant to change. News reports 

( 1  995) of race nots in Nova Scotia high schools demonstrate what happens in schools when 

racisni nuis wild. 

The Case for htiracist Education 

The racism and bias that occur in most Canadian schoois is mt so extreme that it ends in 

riots. More ofken, it is subtle and, at most, results in narne-calling. That is not to say that ir is any 

less destructive to a school or to the students. The name-cahg or more subtle forms of r a c k  

can be just as hateful and h d  as any riot and they can lead to violence. Students of visible 

minorities suffet the subtleties of r a c h  every &y. They do not get chosen as readily to be in 

groups. They are sometimes assurned to be more or less academically intelligent. depending upon 

their race, by their teachers. They fkequently get into trouble because they are easily identified in a 

group of scuflhg cMdren. They stand out by virtue of the ciifferences of their race. These 

cMdren rarely get the leading part in a school play. They do not see themselves or their culture 

represented in the posters or books or Mages in their classrooms and schools. The stereotypes, 

that they mut  Wear in others' eyes, weigh hem d o m  d a .  Some of these students even begin to 

beüeve the negative stereotypes about themselves and about their culture. 

No one is bom a rack "Racism is Ieamed and perpetuated through the interaction of 

ideas, individual expressions and institutional expressions, " (Coeho , Costiniuk & Newton, 1 995). 

Sbce racism is karned, sureV it can be unlearned. Every year in Ontario schools a wide Vanety of 

antnacist programmhg takes place. Grants are &en by the Ministry of Education to develop 

antiracist cunicula Teachers, dedicated to the &cation of racism, develop progr;ims for their 

classes. Canada's vision of a rmilticdtillLal society is prawd and celebrated m school events, 

encoriraged by the Canacbn goveniment, and d i s c d  in the meda Concem about racism in 



Ontario schools is more prevalent now than it has ever ken This is evidenced by the publication 

of Chanaing Permectives: A Resource Guide for Antiracist and EthnocuIturai-e~uitv Education. 

a directive fiom the Mi* of Education and Training of Ontario (1992) to ail Ontario Boards 

of Education 

The negative effects of racism have prompted the governrnents of many countries to 

develo p multicultural and ant iracism policies for education. Multicultural and ant iracist educat io n 

have becorne a focus for education policy makers in Great Britain (Swann 1985). Ausvalia 

(Chambers & Pet- 1986), and Canada (Ministry of Education and Training of Ontario. 1992). 

Mult icultural and Ant iracist Pro tmms 

The definitions of antiracist prograrns and multicultural programs have k e n  given by the 

Ontario Ministry of Education and Training of Ontario (1993a): 

Antirackî education: An approach to education that integrates the perspectives of 

AborigUial and racial minonty groups into an education system and its practices. The aim 

of antiracist education is the elimination of racism in al1 its forms. Antiracist education 

seeks to identw and change educational policies, procedures. and practices that foaer 

r a c k  as wefl as the rack attitudes and behaviour that underlie and reinforce such 

policies and practices. Antiracist education provides teachers and audents with the 

knowledge and skills to examine racism critically in order to understand how it originates 

and to identa and challenge it (p. 42). 

Muhicultural Education: An approach to educatioa including adminisnative policies and 

procedures, curriculum, and learning activities, that recognizes the experiences and 

conmiutions of diverse cultural groups. One of the aims of muiticultural education is to 

promote understanding of md respect for cultural and racial dive* @. 43). 



The two temis, multicultuml education and antiracist education are O flen used interchangeably 

even though proponents of the two would argue that there are important dEerences between 

them "It is sometimes said that multiculturalism and antiracism are at opposite ends of a 

continuum" (Figueroa, 1991, p. 50). 

One is seen as liberakonservative the other as radical; one is seen as descriptive. the 

other anaiytical; one confkns the established structure. the other questions and seeks to 

change it; one looks for apprecia~ion of other cultures, the other for criticism of one's own 

(Fyfe & Figueroa 1993, p. 43). 

The goal of each approach is the wune. Both multiculturai and antiracist education are focused on 

eiiminating cultural bias. They may use difEerent methods "but neither is there any inherent 

opposition between mdticultural and antirackt education" (Fyfe & Figueroa 1993. p. 50). 

Carrington and Short (1989) support this point of view and add that advocates of rnulticulniral 

and antiracist education ofien embrace the same strategies. 

Govemments of many countries have developed policies of multicultural and antiracist 

education Great Britain developed a policy for multicultural education cded Education in 

Schools (1977) which evennially gave rise to the Swann Report in 1985 entitled Education for 

AU. (Swann, 1985) The Swann Report was an important development in multicuitural education - 

in Great Britain in that, while it dealt with educating students of ethnic minorities, the emphasis 

was on educating ail childm, mahg them aware of the "richness of culhiral variety in Britain" 

(Fyfe & Figueroa, 1993, p. 45). In the United States the first educationai program to focus on 

multicultumüsm developed as a r e d t  of the civil rights movement in the 1960's and 1970's. 



Americans have developed a number of approaches to be used for muiticulturd education and 

antiracist education. 

In Australia antiracist policies and education plans have k e n  in effect since the 1970's (Chamben 

& Pettman, 1986). In Canada, and specifïcaily Ontario. rqdticultural and antiracist education 

prognuns have been developed and irnplemented (Cheng & Sondack 1994). 

A program used in Austraija, Antiracism: A Handbook for Adult Educators, focused on 

teaching racism as a subject iike English or Math. The authors. Chambers and Pettman ( 1986). 

were concemed about the high incidence of racism in Australia The first part of their document 

deait with definitions of r a c k  the history of racism in Au- why it is immoraL and how to 

combat it. The second part of the document was a series of activities that students would foilow 

to develop an awareness of racism-their own, their community's. and their country's. This was 

foilowed by a senes of strategies aimed to develop antiracist attitudes. There was a great deai of 

discussion about institutionai r a c h  "inequalities rooted in the systern-wide operation of a 

society that excludes substantial numbers of members of p a r t i c h  ethnic groups fiom sipiiïcant 

participation is its major social institutionst' (Chambers & Pettman, 1986. p. 50) nnd about 

culturai racisrn, "the domination of one group over another in terms of language. n o m .  values. 

and standards" (Chambers & Pe- 1 986, p. 50), and about individual racism as "indiviciual 

prejudiced attitudes and behaviour towards membea of a minonty group" (Chambers and 

Pettman, 1986, p. 50). A series of lessons in the second part of their program is organized 

arouud these three categorîes. 

These programs are aimed at the elementary grades and this may be the best target. Katz 

(1976) observeci that it is elementary school years that are the most opportune tirne for antiracist 

education for this is when children's perspectives are developing . Similarly, Camngton & Short 



( 1989) argue that elementary school students should be a prime target for antiracist education 

because they gain nothing by maintaining prejudices. 

Three Canadian Prorrrams 

Three programs are representative of Canadian antiracist programs tbat have k e n  

developed for use by teachen. In my expenence as a teacher, 1 have seen programs W<e these in 

several Ontario schoois. 

Leaers to Marcia (Lee, 1 985) represents a Canadian approach to antiracist education. It 

was presented as a series of letten to "Marck," a beginning teacher. Each letter descriid a 

d8erent aspect of racism with ideas for the teacher to use to explore it with students or other 

teachen. While the "letters" are a useful Iiterary ploy. it is dficult to teil for whom this guide was 

written. The leamers were no t necessady elementary or secondary school students. They could 

have k e n  teachers as weil as students or instead of midents. The foilow-up activities took rnany 

fonns. nich as discussions, oral or written respooses to the letten, and critical viewing skills. A 

great deal of attention was focused on the way the individual would react in specific situations. 

The letters themselves appealed to the affiective domain but the foilow-up activities were generdy 

of a cognitive nature. Most of the activities invo lved discussion, reading, and writing. While this 

program is laudable in its efforts, it is of questionable value because t does not clearly address a 

weU-dehed audience. 

A more focusseci approach was used in the program Antiracism Education: Gettinp. 

Started a Practical Guide for Educaton (Coeiho, Costiniuk, & Newton, 1995), developed by the 

Educationd Services Cornmittee of the Ontario Secondary School Teachers Federatioa This 

document defined racisn and its causes within society and the classToom and then outliwd some 

fàctors usefiil m developmg hchisive schools. The problems of a Eurocentric c u m c u h  were 



discussed and suggestions were made for ways in which the curriculum could be aitered to make 

it more inclusive. There was a large section on Aboriginal Education in Ontario but the 

recommendations for teaching aboriginal students were linle more than generd recomrnendat ions 

for good teaching. For example, one of the components stated that a good teacher for Aboriginal 

students : 

.becornes farniliar with the lifestyles and concems of the local Aboriginal community 

uses CO-operative learning techniques in groups 

presents an overview of the units rather than breaking a unit of learning into srnd 

segments 

provides strong encouragement to the class and to individu& 

uses role playing and creative drama 

provides oppomuiities for expressions of various viewpoints 

introduces new and diEcult material through means other than verbal 

uses metaphors. images, analogies, and symbo 1s rather than dictio nary de finit ions 

(Coeho. Costiniuk, & Newton, p. 97. 1995) 

These characteristics are simply ones that all teachers of ail midents should possess. Did the 

OSSTF writing team mean to imply that Native Canadians are no t as capable as other Canadians 

and therefore need a different kind of teacher? 

Like the other approaches above. the OSSTF document fociwd on racism as a separate 

subject to be taught k e  Enghh or Math The document provided two sample units and presented 

ways of includhg antiracist teaching through various subjects, but the main focus was on racism 

as a separate topic. 



The approaches descriid above all have one thing in cornmon-they looked at racism as a 

subject that must be taught. ofien independently of other subjects. There were oppomuiities for 

integration with other subjects for some of the lessons but, generdy. racimi was discussed as a 

separate topic. Students need to l e m  the hguage of antirach education so that they cm use the 

terms to descnk incidents and solutions, therefore teachsng racjmi as a separate topic is effective: 

however, the teaching must not end there. Students need to be able to take the language and the 

strategies of antiracist education and use them in all program areas, particuiarly in cultural studies. 

The literature notes that in order for an antiracist curriculum to be implemented 

successfùily, it should not [merely] be treated as a separate unit or viewed as an additive process. 

"lnstead it should be integrated into the rest of the curricdum and treated as a perspective. 

whether the focus is on mathematics, science. technology, or arts" (Cheng & Sondack. 1994. 

p. 15). 

It is also the case that the foliow-up activities. in the programs descnhed above. were 

generally dependent upon language sktlls, either in discussion or writing. There were some limited 

opportunities for using the arts but no specific suggestions were outlined. The writing activities 

were generaily individuai assignments. In every case the approach was lock-nep. sequential. and 

rationai. There were many references to the importance of the affective domain in this kind of 

work but most of the activities relied on the cognitive domain. 

Wth the exception of the Chambers and Pet- approach in Austraiia, the main objective 

of the approaches outlined above appeared to be combatting institutional r a c h  The Chambers 

and Pettman approach was broader and attacked three forms of racism: institutional cultural, and 

individuai. 



Most of the programs emphasised developing seEesteem in every student. Thus. an 

unstated implication is tbat a major cause of racism in the schools was the prejudiced students' 

lack of sekaeern Self-esteem is a factor discussed in many papea and cited as a major 

contributhg factor to racist attitudes (Dei, 1996; Klein, 1993; May. 1994; McLeod. 1994). "The 

healthier the self-concept of the pup& the less kely she or he is to be prejudiced" (L-mch. 1987. 

p. 28). 

A third Canadian program, Untie the Knots of Preiudice: A Literature Based Antiracist 

Education Resource Kit, was developed by Rodriguez and Smith (1996). under the auspices of 

the Federation of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario. It focused on literature and 

developed d e s ,  readmg guides, and follow-up activities for 120 books and novels. The 

books promoted unity and antiracimi and were divided into grade divisions so that there were 

equal numbers for prllnary, junior. and intermediate division students. The books were then 

divided into general themes withm the umbreh theme of unity and antiracimi-one theme for each 

month. The books included fiction and non-fiction. This approach attempted to intepte the 

concept of antiracism withio the language program and was designed as a resource for the 

classroom teacher who wished to explore issues of racism The approach focused on the 

individual in that the expectation was that students would identa with the main character of the 

novels or books and understand the issues of racism Understanding was expected to overcome 

racism toward a penon of the same culture as the main character of the novel. 

The Rodriguez and Smith program focuses on individual r a c k  rather than institutiuonal 

racism, but this may limit 3s effectiveness. It would be easy to be prejudiced agahst a group but 

to isolate an individuai fiom the group. For example, a person rnight Say. "1 dont iike blacks but 1 



realiy iike Michael Jordon" The prejudiced individual could rationalize their attitudes by ciairnine 

that the penon was not representative of his or her race or culture. 

In the Rodnguez and Smith approach the effecfiveness of the program depended on the 

mident's literacy. While the books chosen for each theme for each division were of varying levels 

of reading difnculty, the success of the approach na assurned that the students would read a 

book. For many students reading is not a desired or possible activity. The foliow-up activities a h  

relied heavily on the indMduaTs Literacy and although there were supplementary activities for 

special needs students, they stU asnimed a standard of literacy that many students would not 

attain. The follow-up activities proMded opportunities for integrating other program areas but the 

approach was not generally an integrated approach Whüe the other pro- described above 

emphasized teaching racisrn as a separate subject-teaching specinc vocabulary needed to describe 

incidents of r a c k  ad. examniing sample responses to incidents of racism-the Literature- based 

approac h difTered in that antiracist strategies were integrated into language activities. 

A Multicultural Pro- in Enaland 

Teachers in schools where the student population is rnainiy white often do not see reasons 

for doing antiracist educatioa Since there are so few racially different students in the schooL 

teachers may assume there is no problem (Gaine, 1987). However, t b  may not be the case. In 

one study about antiracist education, the researchers found that teac hers were astounded to 

discover racist attitudes among their white snidents in their white neighbourhood (Hallan & 

Robinson, 1989). 

Grugeon and Woods (1990) demibed a program, entitled LMne and Growlliq, used in a 

Church of Engiand junior school in a small English East Midlands t o m  It was particularly 

hteresting because the school coasisted mostfy of white ctiildren and becaw they were aIl 



uifomed by the sarne belief structure, since it was a Church of England school. The principal. in 

response to a mernorandun fiom the County Council on the necessity of multicultural education 

asked his staffto develop such a program for their students. The staffworked together to develop 

a multicultud program that was based on climatic regions. The students would study the human. 

plant, and animal Me of three c b t e  regions and make the appropriate comparisons. Academic 

subjects were M y  integrated through the theme and the classrooms were transformed into the 

climatic areas-tropical minforest, desert, and arctic areas. Leaming about the plants and animais 

Li the different regions was relatively stlaightforward but Ieaming about the cultures of the 

peoples in the same way was not as effective. "Perhaps one of the problerns was a M u r e  to 

recognize that studying the lives of people much as ifthey were phenornena of the same order as 

plants and wildlife would lead to the kind of generalization whic h creates stereotypes" (Grugeon 

& Woods, 1990, pp. 194-1 95). 

The effectiveness of this program was also Limaed to a large extent by the level of the 

students' Literacy as many of the activities were research-based and wrinen answers were 

expected. No attempt was made to teach the students any antiracist ternis and antiracism was not 

taught as a separate subject. Staffmembers in the project believed that the program was not very 

successful. When interviewe& after the completion of the project, the staff members said that they 

should have chosen a group witbin their own community to snidy (Grugeon & Woods. 1990. p. 

198). 

The programs descnid above are representative of the programs that have been 

developed and implemented in various schools and countries but the success rate is difficult to 

determine. 



These courses have corne under heavy cnticism for. at ben, bringing an individualized 

solution to a structurai problem, for influencing s d a c e  attitudes but not on-going 

behaviour, for king palliatives that can lay cl- to something king  done while ieaving 

things unchanged; at worst, it is claimed, they induce feelings of guilt, fear. and anger. and 

provoke conflontatioa (Grugeon & Woods, 1990, p. 222) 

Grugeon and Woods go on to point out that these programs are in an area which "remains almoa 

totally unevaiuated" (1990, p. 222). These programs are often carried out on the assumption that 

t hey will wo rk without their e ffect iveness king pro per ly evaluated. 

What Shodd an Antiracist P r o m  Look Like? 

Klein ( 1 993) traced the history of antiracist education in England. S he described the 

policies goveming antiracist education in English schools. She reviewed many of the antiracist 

programs that have been irnplemented in the schools. She identified some potentially important 

characteristics of a successfùl program: 

self-afinnution; that is, helping students feel good a b  ut themse Ives; 

peer and teacher @mation; that is, teachers. both listening to students. and 

encouraging students to Men to each other; 

learning to learn; that is, teaching students to question In doing this. Klein 

discussed Mathew Liprnan's Philoso~hv for Children, (Klein, 1993) a program 

developed for children as young as six to "question every kind of assumption" : 

collaborarive leuming that is, students working together to solve pro blems, 

orgaaize mformation and communicate: 



race and racism as a cZassroom topic; that is, teaching racism as if it were a 

subject lüte English or Math. This cannot be the only way that racism is taught. It 

must also be integrated into other curriculum areas. 

These characteristics appear in many papers aimed at developing antirach or multicultural 

education The ideas were worded differently but the intentions were the same (Banks. 1985: 

Lynch, 1 987; McLeod, 1994; Verma & Bagley, 1982). 

Klein's main concem with the National Curriculum of England was its Eurocentricim. 

History, science, math, and literature, for example, focused mainly on European works. Klein 

wrote that in situations where the curricdurn had been altered or added to for specific schools 

where the school population warranted it, linle ifany positive eEect on racial attitudes was found. 

One t b g ,  however, has already k e n  proved by t ime: tinkering with the curriculum is of 

linle use and may even be counter-productive. Developing the curriculum . . requires a 

total re-evaiuation of the knowledge base that schools seek to communicate to pupils. 

away fiom its anglocentric past and towards a global perspective. (Kleh 1993, p. 165) 

This. too, is a concept that is echoed in much of the literature (Chambers & Peaman 1986: 

Coeiho. Costiniuk, & Newton, 1995; Dei 1996; Thornpson 1997). The content of schooi 

cu.rriculurn reflects the dominant culture of the society. For all of the countries whose progams 

are descriid above, the prevaüing culture is white, Anglo-saxon, and capitaih. The school 

curriculum, then, reflects the values and beliefi of white, Anglo-Saxon. capitalkt culture. 

For this reason, Thompson (1997), an Amencan antiracist educator, descnbed the 

Amencan school curriculum as king essentially racist in her paper, For: Antiracist Education 

She wrote that to develop any change m -dents' attitudes towards minofies, the curriculum 

m u t  change draniatically. It must become antirach in every aspect. 



Multiculturai education was the fkst and main approach used in Canadian schools to 

address culniral studies. McLeod (1 994), at the University of Toronto. proposes three essential 

factors with a successful multicultural program. The fïrst factor is contact. "Bringhg people into 

contact was developed many years ago as an experiential way of breaking d o m  barrien and 

developing relations," (McLeod 1994, p. 18). The success of the contact is dependent upon the 

people king of equai statu, having a cornmon goai, and enjoying the situation. The second factor 

is conditioning. The teacher has a big role in this component by stating positive expectations in 

race relations and consistently demonstrating the expectations for the students. The third factor is 

the personal 

Research on what appears to be the most Unportant common factor in their strategies 

indicates that the personal identification fàctor is moa important; that is. establishine a 

means by which the persom cm relate to and ident* directly with the situation or with 

people. Ph fiictor also may be particularly important in preventing discrimination and 

aereotyping. (McLeod 1994, p. 19) 

McLeod ended his paper with the elements of the leatning environment which make it 

conducive to changing attitudes: the use of experiential leaniing, developing the students' 

self-esteem, providing enjoyable and satisfjhg leaming experiences. making multicultural learning 

experiences personai, estabMing common goals for all participants, creating equity in the 

clasmom, stressing similanties rather than dBer ences, emphasizing inclusive curriculum. 

emphasizmg positive expectations, developing criticd thinhg sti?ls, encoirtaging commmity 

involvement, and se* a good example. These characteristics closely resemble the ones dehed 

by Klein (1993). Both Klein and McLeod emphasize the miportance of ~e~atnmiation. teacher 



a£Ex=mation, teaching students to question, aad working together to solve problerns. Writing about 

the importance of self-esteem in the development of r a c k  Verxna & Bagley said: 

Self-esteem and self-concept are of crucial importance in understanding an individuai's 

attitudes to the world around him. and the people in it. When a culture provides a set of 

stereotypes about the inferior nature of certain groups, individuals for whom society 

provides rather demeaning self-images will to a greater extent than others draw on those 

cultural symbo ls in expressing racist attitudes. If certain ethnic groups cm be demeaned 

the statu of the prejudiced individual is thereby enhanced both subjectively and in terms 

of peer groups support. (Verma & Bagley, 1982. p. 13) 

Other research in muiticultural education for young children indicates that hi& interest. 

interactive leaming which focuses on similanties of human needs contributes mon ta attitudinal 

change and cross-cultural leaming. A straight forward "lecture approach" and isolated 

cross-cultural contact are less successful in fostering tolerance and understanding of other cultures 

(Kehoe, 1984). This supports one of the elements of the leaming environment as  descnbed by 

McLeod. 

An idea common to much of the research (Banks. 1985; Dei 1996; Klein 1 993; Lynch, 

1987; McLeod, 1994; Verma & Bagley, 1982) on antiracist education is that it m u t  be 

"person-centered." The program must start with the individual, developing his or her se&eaeem. 

and the knowledge of his or her own culture. 

The success of antiracisrn education in the schools wiU depend in large part on the ability 

of midents to leam about the values, beiie6 and traditions of theù various communiry 

cultures, so as to strengthen their social, emotiod and psychological weil-being. (Dei 

1996, p. 101) 



May (1994), in his book, Making Multiculturai Education Work, wrote. "The most 

successfÙi education is that which begins with the leamer. Students themselves are the foundation 

for the curriculum" (May, 1994, p. 45). The "person-centeredness" is an essential element of 

antiracist and muhicultural education. For a student to understand and be accepting of another 

culture. he or she must understand his or her own culture. 

The idea that antiracist or multicultural programs be presented to more than just one c k s  

of students at a tirne was an important point in the research (Banks. 1985; May. 1994). Large 

numbers of students leamhg about the same topic at the same time give it a credibility that it 

rnight not othenvise have. Not only should the program be presented to the whole schoo 1 or 

several classes at the same tirne but the teachen presenting the program should also be developing 

it. Parents and other community members should be involved in the development as weli. "The 

whole school approach also means that all staff  and mernben of the school community should be 

involved in the development of an antiracist program" (Cheng & Sondack. 1994. p. 1 0). 

The terni that May used to describe the whole school approach goes beyond the teachers 

developing the program. Based on the work ofNiet0 (1992), he proposed that it should be 

pervasive. 

[The program] should permeate the whole school environment: the physical classroom 

environment, the cwiculum, the stafnng composition of the schooL the instructional 

strategies adopted, and the relationships among the teachen, -dents, and the cornmunity. 

(May, 1994, p. 45) 

Antiracist education is most niccessful when it is hplernented in a whole school (Banks, 1985, p. 

81) and antirach curriculum should be mtegrated into the rest of the curriculum. 



When students study the concept of culture. they can anain a global perspective of ethnic 

cultures by viewing them fiom the perspectives of the various social sciences and by 

examinhg how they are expressed in fiterature, music. dance. art. communication and 

foods. (Banks, 1985. p. 81) 

From the research a list can be compiled of the characteristics that seem necessary for an 

antiracist education program to be successfuL A program should contain the folowing elements. 

l be person-centered (Banks, 1985; Dei, 1996; Klein, 1993; Lynch 1987: McLeod 

1994; Verma & Bagley, 1982) 

ernake use of co-operation, collaboration, and participation (Klein 1993: McLeod 

1994) 

use eqeriential les-g, develop self-esteem, use enjoyable experiences. foster 

common goals. maintain equity in the ciassroom, stress similarities. develop critical 

thinking, and encourage parental and community invo lvement ( Ijaz & Ijaz 1 98 1 ; 

Kehoe, 1984: Klein 1993; McLeod. 1994) 

contain elements of contact. conditioning, and personai identification (Mc Leod. 

1994) 

l involve more than one class in a school (Banks, 1985; Cheng & Sondack, 1994; 

May, 1994; Nieto, 1992) 

This chapter began with the rationale for this thesis-the incidence of racism among 

children. It descriid approaches to combat racism in schools-multiculturaj education and 

antiracist education. The characteristics of each program were descnkd and compared. 

The work bemg done in Great Britain, Austra  United States. and Canada was also 

descriid and it was observed that the programs have ben large& unevaluated. Cent- on the 



research of Klein (1 993) a list of characteristics of a successful antiracist program was compiled. 

This kt, dong with characteristics descriid by other researchers (Banks, 1985; Dei. 1996; Ijaz 

& Ijaz, 198 1; Kehoe, 1984; Klein, 1993; Lynch, 1987; McLeod, 1994; Verma & Bagley. 1987) is 

revised to produce a comprehensive list of c haracteristics of a successful antirach educat ion 

Pr* gr- 



C W T E R  3 

THE ARTS IN W C I S T  EDUCATION 

This chapter examines the potential role of the arts in anti-racist propum. It focuses on 

the use of the arts in antiracist programming m Great Bntain, United States, and Canada. This 

chapter also contains a description of Dissanayake's (1992) theory of the arts as a hurnan 

biological need. She defines four components of the arts through which she rnakes the case for her 

theory: The Arts Draw You In, The Arts as a Way of Knowing, The Arts as a Hurnanizing 

Process. and The Arts as Emotion- 

The Roie of the Arts in Antiracist Education 

"Prejudice composes both informational and emotional components. Strategies to correct 

for prejudice need also to include both cognitive and aective components" (Lynch 1 987. p. 28). 

Many of the antiracist çtrategies that were evident in the studies descnid in chapter 2 appeal to 

the cognitive domain. Strategies that invoive the arts apeal to the affective domain. 

Semple (1993), &er interviewing participants, wrote about the use of the arts in a 

multicultural project h d e d  by British govemment agencies. The objective of the project was to 

implernent multicultural and antirackt educational policies through the arts. The project involved 

training a number of black professional artists to work in over 80 schools. The artists acted as 

spruigboards for antiracist education and helped in the development of a new mode1 of arts 

education The artists also acted as ambassadors for their particular cultures, helping the students 

to break down stereotypes. 

The arts have aiways led a precarious existence in society. Tbey can subvert. persuade, 

seduce, startle and reflect attitudes and behaviour and have the abdity to challenge or 



maintain the status quo. The arts can act as powerful agents and ofien iive a dual 

existence. conforming to or opposing the dominant aeahetic. (Semple. 1993. p. 86) 

The existing British curriculum reflected a Eurocentric viewpoint but by using the 

antiracist approach combined with the ethnic artists, the project leaders created a fkamework for 

school or coiIege for a mdticultural project to be negotiated by the students. artists and teachers. 

Through this process a new, unbiased arts curriculum could be developed. 

The significance of this approach is the power that it attached to the arts. The project 

leaders believed that participation in the arts of a culture put the participant a step closer to 

understanding the culture and breaking down the stereotypes. Semple stated that the arts of  the 

culture remained connected to its cultural roots and to its personal roots. 

For some educaton the arts are seen as forceful pweyors of culture and therefore an 

obvious cumculum area in which to begin examining multiculniral [and] antiracist issues. 

Lloyd States: that to be effective multiculniral education should permeate society at large. 

and there can be no bener starting point than through the arts which t m c e n d  national 

and cultural barriers. (Semple, 1993. p. 92) 

A second project that also focuses on the role of the arts aiso cornes fiom Britain. Black 

(1 992), &er having students complete questionnaires about their experiences. wrote an article 

entitled, The Place of Drama in Intercultumi Education, descniing his experiences with drama 

education, gained through teaching and cod t ing .  He believed that drama was an appropriate 

vehicle m which to develop antibias attitudes in students. He claimed the power of drama Iay in its 

universality. "Drama has always, fiom earliest times and in ail parts of the world, been concerned 

with the h m  condition and ail the dilemmas we face which are universal" (Black, 1992, p. 

105). Black stated that asking a student to pretend that he or she was someone fiom another 



culture who is treated badly in the c o ~ t y  because of racial dierences was a powerfil tool 

for helping the student understand the feelings of that other pemn It put the mdent in the 

otherls shoes and let them experience the prejudice. Black quotes The Department of Education 

and Science: 

In drarna three t b g s  must be done at the same tirne. Fim, we m u t  re-create other 

people's behaviour fiom evidence, observation, memory or imagination. Second. we m u s  

articulate a personal response based upon red or imagined experiences, which give the 

action conviction and meaning. Third. we must distance ourselves fiom both the created 

behaviour and the persona1 response in a way that is often difFcult to manage in real Me. 

when our own reactions and feelings may be spontaneous. (Black 1992. p. 106) 

One of the aspects O f drarna which is exp k i t  in Black's study is the importance of asking 

questions through cirama. He descnid situations in cirama which were improvisational 

problem-so lvhg activities. These situations were based on historical incidents usually Uivolvhg 

the meeting or clash between two cultures where questioning played a big part in solving the 

pro blem 

Black believed in the power of the arts to cause people to question beliefs and attitudes. 

He said, "The arts have a duty to disturb. In order to do this they need to confiont u s  with the 

rnonsters withm ourselves and within our society; to make us face ditFcdt questions at both an 

uiteilectual and emotional lever' (Black, 1 992, p. 1 12). 

A simüar argument for the role of the arts in antnacist education bas k e n  made in the 

United States by Thompson (1997). She believed that antiracist pedagogy was necessary to a 

democratic society and saw racism as a smictural institution, one that could ody be defeated 



through a change in the entire chcultllll, currently a racist one. to rnake it an antiracist 

curriculua She stated that ail that had k e n  attempted so far was a band-aid approach. 

She wrote in detail about an Amencan historic period cailed the Harlem Renaissance 

which occurred in the 1920's and 1930's. Alain Locke, an f i c a n  American philosopher of the 

tirne, believed that the way to change the attitude that white Amencm had about black 

Americans was through bhck American art. 

The point was not to persuade whites of the worth of black Lives but to provide both 

blacks and whites with new ways of seeing and appreciating blackness . . . Locke 

believed that art and iiterature could teach the truth about blackness in a white worId . . . 

art codd supply a new social visioa addressing the AfEcan Amencan expenence with a 

kesh eye and ear. (Thompson, 1997, pp. 18-19) 

Using Locke's ideas about the power of the arts to change attitudes. Thompson developed 

some ideas about anthcist education based on ''performance." a term she chose to use in place of 

*'the arts. " She klieved that the tem, "the arts." might be constmed as meaning just visual arts. 

1 beiieve that the classroom can be a site for taking up possibilities in order :O iive with 

them. Art and performance are a way of fiamhg possibilities so that they may be taken up 

in embodied experience and yet not be treated as finalities. In the classroom this means 

teaching students how to see, read, and respond to a wide array of texts and works of art. 

and also teaching them to practice an art of their own. (Thompson, 1997, p. 32) 

Thompson also advocated the use of an "immersion approach." She defkied this as the 

kind of approach used in niany foreign language classes. In this approach, one rnight choose a 

theme and integrate ail the subjects about the theme, keepbg the students consiantiy m touch with 

the theme. She believed that immersion was an miportant component of antiracist education. 



Thompson's views on the centrality of the arts are reinforceci by T. Anderson (1995), 

writing about the relationship between arts and cultures and the role of arts in multicuhurai 

ducat ion, 

The nature of arts and their relationship to culture are foundational to their importance in 

multicdtural education The arts have been defined as "culturally significant meaning 

encoded in an affective sensuou medium" (R. Anderson, 1990, p. 238) expressing the 

dynamic patterns of human feelings (Langer, 1979) and beiiefk in an objective way that 

aiiows us to contemplate and understand hem (Dissanayake, 1988; Langer, 1 979). They 

serve as points of focus allowing us to understand ourseIves as indmduak and members of 

the group, they reinforce group beiiefs and values (Dissanayake, 1988), and they help us 

to understand others beyond our own personal experience when examined in authentic 

contexts (Anderson, T & Taylor, 1994; Berk 199 1 ; Chalmers, 1992). The arts are 

foundational and f'unctional aspects of culture, not only nice . . . but also necessary, 

defining values, beliefs, aad mores, grounding institutions, and helping to shape society. 

The production and exsrnination of art f o m  and their practicd and social fùnctions is 

foundational to culturai understanding. (T. Anderson, 1995) 

Homo Aestheticus: A Theorv of Art as a Human Need 

Dissanayake (1992), in her book, Homo Aestheticus, put forth a theory of evolution of 

mankind that defines the arts as a human biological neai, just as is food, drink, or shelter. One of 

the main reasoas she gave for h a  theory is the clami that the arts are universal. "The universality 

of making and enjoying art immediately mggests that an important appetite or wed is king 

expressed" (Dissanayake, 1992, p. xS3. She caiied her theory the "species-centaed view of art." 



The title of her book cornes îiom her assertion that biologists. anthropologists. and 

ethnologists have failed to notice the importance of the arts in humanity. seeing them merely as an 

aspect of culture or evidence of intelligence rather than the inherent and definmg quality that she 

believes them to be. "HumankUid bas k e n  called tool-using (Homo faber). upright. a hominid 

precursor, (Homo erectus), phyful (Homo Iudens), and wise (Homo sapiens). But why not Homo 

aestheticus?" (Dissanayake, 1992, p. xüi 

According to Dissanayake, the fàct that the arts have not been given the proper 

recognition has affected how they have been viewed, especially in western culture. The arts are no 

longer considered to be central to the everyday lives of everyday people. They are the 

responsibility of a d group of specialists-the artists, the cntics, the galles, ownen. the theatre 

owners. The ordinary person seems detached Crom the arts. 

Over the past century or so. a clear ifgraduai distancing between people and art has 

occurred. To earlier generations. art was a divine and mystenous Visitation. More recently 

it was demoted to a mere individual or cultural product. Today it is even Further detached: 

a representation sirnulacnim, image. (Dissanayake, 1992, p. xvi) 

She asserted that in other places and times the arts have occupied a supremely important 

place in people's lives. "Far fiom king peripheral, dysfunctiomd, trivial, or illusory, the arts have 

k e n  part of human beings' most serious and vital concems" @issanayake, 1992, p. mi. The 

existence of "folk art" supports Dissanayake's argument but folk art is not always seen as a 

legitimate form of art. The loss of the arts as a way of king has affected our culture greatly. 

People are in constant searcb for beauîy, forrxi, meanhg, value, and quality and these are the 

essence of the arts. Dissanayake states that the human need for the arts is so great that 

"eliminating them creates a serious psychologicai deprivation . . . the aesthetic is not somethmg 



added to us-leamed or acquired like speaking a second laaguage or nding a horse--but in large 

measure is the way we are. Homo aestheticus" (Dissanayake, 1992, p. xix). 

The biological need for the arts d e a s  itself in several ways in h u m  beings according 

to Dissanayake's argument: 

1. The tim d e s t a t i o n  of art a s  a biological need is Art  is a bebaviour. one that 

separates us fiom other animals. It is a way of doing things and t is a way of doing things that 

d e s  us feel good. It is generally pleasurable to sing or dance. The fâct that it makes us feel 

good means it is good for us. According to Dissanayake, this is a biologicaiiy evolved trait. that 

things that are good for us generaUy feel good. The idea that art is a behaviour does not only 

mean that one can sing and dance. It is more a predisposition to the arts--bath to the doing and 

the appreciation of the arts-an aesthetic. 

2. The second manifestation ofart as a biological need is that the cure of art is "making 

special." This concept originally arose fiom ceremonies nirrounding important events in the Me 

of a community--birh, death, W e s t ,  the hunt. When events or things in Me are important. we 

automatically mark them in some way to make them specid. The rituals that were formed by the 

"making special" process became the bonds that tied groups of people to gether into communities. 

The "making special" is also a universal act. The origin of the arts, then. was in those activities 

which concemed swival. The serious and emotiody involving nature of the "making special" 

helped people make sense of the experience and for this reason the community valued and 

validated the activities. The arts gave the experience another dimension. The arts occupied the 

cognitive, perceptive and emotional aspects of humanity. The arts "structure the viewer's response 

and give a forrn to feeling" (Dissanayake, 1992, p. 46). 



Today concerns about sunfival are not uppennon in our minds. Dissanayake is concemed 

about the " predomiaaotly affluent and hedonistic society" t h  we have built. In early civitizations 

the "making speciai" went hand in hand with religious belief5 and the combination of the two gave 

strength and rneaning to a society, a reason to continue. The strength people received ffom this 

combinat ion helped them survive hardship and suffe~g.  

Our experience of the extra-ord& tends to be an ever-growing involvement with such 

things as gambling, violent films, and mood-altering drugs. Caruig deeply abour vital 

things is out of hhionand in any case, who has the tirne to care and to mark one's caring. 

(Dissanayake. 1992, p. 63) 

3. The third manifestation of the biological need of art is "Dromena," the Greek word 

for "things done." This is particularly important in human life in that they are an attempt to control 

nature or transform name into culture so that we rnay participate in it and use its power. These 

dromena are the arts or aesthetic. 

There are several reasons why people do the arts. She states that people who do things 

delirately will cope more successfully than people who act blindly. It cornes ftom our desire for 

order. We make sense of our world through regularity and predictabilj.. It &O cornes Eom a 

wish to do something in response to fean or pro blems. This wish to do things is a stress-reducing 

behaviour. An example that she gives is the ship's orchestra playing Nearer Mv God To Thee as 

the Titanic went down. Another example of the arts as Dromena is the Sconish Highlanders 

marching mto battIe to the skirl of the pipes. m e r  examples of the arts as Dromena are the 

Chistians singing hyrnns as they entered the lion's den and the need for people to have certain 

songs m g  at the fimerais of loved ones. The dromena give us, "emotional satisfaction and caIm 

in the 'controlleb behaviour of shapmg time and space, of p u t a  these [fears or problems] into 



comprehensible forms" @isw~ayake, 1992. p. 83). It seerns that ifpeople take control of their 

actions during these stressful situations then they can have some kind of control over the situation 

itself. The means by which they try to take control is the arts. 

4. Another manifestation of the ans as a human biological need is the use of the arts as 

embeilisbments. Thk, too is a universai trait. "Throughout human history the arts have arisen as 

enhancement s, specid be haviours shaping and embellishing the things we care about" 

(Dissanayake, 1992, p. 139). People everywhere do things to erhmce their possessions. their 

bodies, their homes, their places of worship, their institutions. These are both individual acts and 

communal acts. Just as "rnaking special" gave the ceremonies an added dimension so do the 

embellishments that people perform. They say, "This is mine and it has my mark on it . 1 have 

made it distinctive, speciai." We decorate ou .  homes with paintings on the walls. our yards with 

shrubs and gardens or flamingos, our hair with braids, or colour. or curls. our bodies with 

piercing, or tanoos. or rnake-up or beards or the latest tashions. We even decorate our notebooks 

with doodles. While "making special" applies to formal situations or rituals of society. ones that 

mark speciai transitions or passings. embellishrnent is an individual thuig. tt could be seen as 

"rnaking the individuai special." 

5. The f 8 h  manifestation of art as a biological human need is the importance of 

metaphor in human life. These metaphors or symbols are universal, Dissanayake c& the 

recognition of the metaphors "aesthetic empathy" @issanayake, 1992. p. 186), but she is usmg an 

ancient meaning of the word empathy. Her meaning is a universai understanding of human 

aesthetic experiences and the metaphors or symbols are the carriers of this understanding. The 

importance of this aesthetic empathy is that works of art are naturaliy understood by people as 



expressions of aesthetic expenences for which we all have a natural, biologically detemiùied 

understanding. This process is a communion between the art and the spectator. 

Because we are al1 human we have ail had similar experiences. The metaphors or symbols 

serve as reminders of these expenences and occur nahirally in works of art. The spectator 

recognizes and responds to these metaphors and this process is caiied aesthetic empathy. 

Our perceptual apparatus. of course, originally evolved to help us survive. so that the 

sensory eIements that artists use and to which we respond arose in We-serving, not 

Be-enhancing contexts. in an important sense, we can say that to make something special 

is to make use of or intentionally to draw attention to its empathetic pmperties, to engage 

and to accentuate its emotion-nch associations. Seen in this way, the arts are extensions 

of what we have evolved to do naturally in order to ninive and to prosper. (Dissanayake. 

1992. p. 186) 

This is reminiscent of the ideas expressed by Eliade (196 l), in his book The Sacred and 

the Profane. Eliade believes that there are universal symbols that mean the same thing in every 

culture. This is partly because the symbols corne from the very earth itself. Some of these symbols 

are things like the tree of me. or the tall mountains or trees in othenvise flat terrain as the axis 

mudi, that is, a gateway joining the sacred world with the profane world and clouds that spiral 

upward pointing to the sacred. These symbols are univenal too, because human experience is 

universal therefore our syrnbols are universal. This idea is held by many philosophen fiom Car1 

Jung (1964) to Joseph Campbell (1956). 

There is a recunent theme m Dissanayake's book. She bebeves that in the modem western 

wcrld we have denied the importance the arts play in our lives, leaving them to a select group of 

people. She sees this as crippiing our society. The human search for meaning, she c h e d ,  is 



grounded in things that are detrimental to our society. She also noted that there is a movement 

among the people of the western world to search for and glorify symbols and artworks fiom much 

eartier cultures. The need for the aesthetic is evident. 

This may have a strong message for teachers. It may mean that the ans are a powemil way 

of engaging students and, thus, producing a change in them. 

This chapter opened with a discussion of the arts in antiracist education in Britain and 

United States. The nature of the arts and their relationship to culture and the potential role of the 

arts in antiracist education were explored. The research of Anderson. R ( 1990); Anderson T. 

(1995); Berk (199 1); Chalmers (1992); Dissanayake (1988); and Langer (1979), pointed to the 

potential contniution of the arts in an antirach educational program. 

The chapter concluded with a description of Dissanayake's (1992) theory of art as a 

hurnan bilogical need. Dissanayake desciks the arts as "making specid" and there are several 

aspects to "making special". She defines four components of the arts through which she d e s  the 

case for her theory: The Arts Draw You in The Arts  as a Way of Knowing, The Arts as a 

Humaninng Process. and The Arts as Emotion. 



CHAPTER 4 

MULTICULTURAIL, ANTIRACIST, OR ANTIBIAS EDUCATION? 

This chapter considers biases other than race. Religion, gender, sexual orientation body 

size, intelligence, age, class-these are all issues of bias. Antibias education descnkd in this 

chapter, is an approach to racism and the other issues of bias. Included is a cornparison of the 

three approaches to racism-multicultwal, antiracist and antibias education. There is also a 

description of some evaluated antiracist and multicultural education programS. A British 

Columbia study (Moodey, 1985) resembles Culniral Awareness Through the Arts ,  the curriculum 

project. A common elernent of the two projects is the term "immersion" used to describe the 

process aimed at develo ping positive attitudes in their students to ward Native People. 

"Prejudice is an emotional, ngid attitude toward a group of people. They rnay be a group 

only in the mind of the prejudiced person . . . he categorizes them together, although they rnay 

have little similarity of interaction" (Banks in Moodley, 1985, p. 65). Racism pervades our 

schools but many students also s a e r  the subtleties of other biases daily. Sudents are chosen or 

rejected by h u e  of their size, the clothes they Wear, the area in which they live. the religious 

beliefs they have, the gender they are, the academic level they achieve, and the perceived beauty 

that they have. Students c d  other students m e s  that focus on their size, religion class. 

appearance, level of intelligence, sexual orientation, as well as race. 

These kmds of prejudice do not end with midents. Teachers may be victims of the same 

attitudes. As as tacher 1 have heard jokes m stafFrooms about blondes, homosexuals, senior 

citîzens, and othen. Teachers rnay wt carry these attitudes mto the ciassroom but this may not be 

enough to teach students to avoid prejudice. Teachers must take positive action agamst bias. 



Antibias curriculum is aimed at providing an inclusive education. It is based on Paulo 

Freire's notion of the "practice of fieedom" It addresses more than culturai divenity by 

including gender, class dinerences, and dEerences in physical abilities. It is based on 

children's develo pmental tasks as they constnict identity and attitudes and it direct ly 

addresses the impact of stereotyping, b is ,  and discriminatory behaviou.. Because antibias 

curriculum embraces an educational philosophy, it is value based. It sets up a creative 

tension between respecthg dserences and not accepting unfair kliefs and acts. It asks 

teachers and children to confhnt troublesome issues rather than covering them up. An 

antibias perspective is not just an add-on: it is integral to ail aspects of daily classroom Ne. 

(Corsoa 1994, p. 39) 

Antibias education includes ail the cornponents of antiracist education and it addresses additionai 

forms of bias. 

. *  * 
If antiracist education is to focus exciusively on colour discrimination it may muiimalize 

the importance of "racisms" budt upon language. religion and other cultural markers . . . in 

the minds of midents, and inadvertently excuse acts of discrimination or prejudice 

unrelated to colour. (Kehoe & Mansfield, 1994, p. 424) 

A Comarison of Three Ap~roaches 

Table 1 is a compilation of the characteristics of multicdturaL antiracist. and antibias 

education as descnid by the proponents of the three approaches. The table also includes 

definitions of the approaches. The characteristics of antibias education bave k e n  built upon the 

characteristics of antiracist education which have in tum been buik upon the characteristics of 

multicultinal education The three approaches have essentially the same goal-the understanding 

and elimination of bias based upon cultural differences. 



Table 1 

Mdticultural, Antiracist, and, Antibias Education: 
A Cornparison 

Approach To Cultural Studies: 
Definitions 

Multicultural Educatioo: An approach to 
:ducat io n including administrative po licies 
md procedures. curriculum, and leaming 
ictivities. that recognizes the experiences 
md contriiutions of diverse cultural groups. 
3ne of the aims of multicdtud education is 
.O promote understanding of and respect for 
:ultural and racial diversity (MET. 1993% 
3.43 .) 

-- - - 

Antiracist Education: An approach to 
:ducation that integrates the perspectives O f 
Abonginal and racial minorïty groups into an 
:ducation system and its practices-The airn 
of antiracist education is the elimination of 
racism in all its fonns. Antirach education 
seeks to identify and change educational 
po licies. procedures. and practices that foster 
racism as weU as the racist attitudes and 
behaviour that underlie and reinforce such 
policies and practices. Antiracist education 
provides teachen and students with the 
knowledge and skiils to examine racism 
cnticdy in order to understand how it 
originates and to identfi and challenge it 
(MET, 1993% p. 42). 

An tibias  ducati ion: Antibias curriculum 
is aimed at providing an Hiclusive education. 
It is based on Paulo Freire's notion of the 
"practice of fieedom". It addresses more 
than cuftural diversity by mcluding gender, 
class differences, and dïerences m physical 
abilities. It is based on children's 
developmental tasks as they constnict 

develo ps self-est eem 
uses enjoyable experiences 
fosters cornmon goais 
maintains equity in the classroom 
stresses similarities 
develo ps critical thinking, and encourages 
parental and cornmunity Uivo lvement 
contains elements of contact. conditioning, 
and personal ident Ecation 
involvesmorethanoneclassinaschool 
is person-centered 
makes use of coaperation. collaboration 
and ~artici~ation 
self-afkmtion; that is. helping students feel 
good about themselves 
peer and teacher afknation: that is. 
teachers. both iistening to students. and 
encouraging students to k e n  to each 
otheqquestion. In doing this. Klein ( 1 993) 
discussed learning to learn: that is. teaching 
students according to Matthew Lipman's 
"Phüosophy for Children". a pro- 
developed for children as young as six to 
"question every kind of assumpt ion" 
collaborative learning, that is, students 
working together to solve problems. 
organize mformation and communicate 
race and racim as a classroom topic; that is. 
teaching racism as if it were a subject Like 
English or Math 
makes use of the arts 
is person-centered - makes use of co-operatioa coi labo ratio^ 
and participation 
uses experiential l e a r a  
uses enjoyable experiences 
makes antibias activities more personal 
fosten common goals 



identity and attitudes and it directly 
addresses the impact of nereo typing. bias, 
and discriminatory behaviour.Becaiw 
ant ibias cuniculum embraces an educat ional 
philosophy. it is value based.It sets up a 
creative tension between respecting 
dzerences and not accepting untàir beliefk 
and acts.it asks teachers and children to 
codkont tro ublesome issues rather than 
c o v e ~ g  thern up.An antibias perspective is 
not just an add-on; it is integral to all aspects 
of daily ciassroom We. (Corson 1994, p. 
3 9) 

maintains equity in the classroom 1 

stresses similarit ies 1 
I 

uses cnt ical thinking I 

encourages parental and comrnunity 1 I 

invo Ivement 
contains contact. conditioning and persona1 
contact 
involves more than one class in a school 
should be an integrated program that 
develops a kind of immersicn in the theme 
should teach antiracistfantibias education as 
a separate subject but ako in context 
should be developed by the teachen who 
are going to implement the program 
should not be dependent upon the level of 
literacy of the audents to be successfd 
d o w s  individual choice in response to 
curriculum 

What wodd a successful antibias approach to developing a positive attitude in students 

towards another culture look me? It shouid make use of the arts (Black. 1992; Lloyd. 1985: 

Semple. 1993; Thompson, 1997) be person-centered, (May, 1994) and rnake use of cosperation. 

collaboration and participation (Klein, 1993; McLeod 1994). It should contain the p ~ c i p l e s  as 

set forth by McLeod (1 994)-use eXpenential leaming, develop sebesteem use enjoyable 

experiences make antibias activities more personal, foster cornmon goals, maintain equity in the 

classroom, stress similarities, use critical thinking, and encourage parental and cornmunity 

involvement. It shouid contain elements of contact theory, conditioning, and the personai 

identification factor (McLeod, 1994). It shouid involve more than one ciass in a school (Banks, 

1985; Cheng & Sondack, 1994; May, 1994; Nieto, 1992). It should be an integrated program 

that develops a kind of immersion in the theme (Thompson, 1997). It should teach 

antiracist/antiùias education as a separate subject but aiso in context (Chambers & Pettman, 

1986). It should be developed by the teachers who are gohg to @lement the program (Cheng 



& Sondack, 1994; May, 1994). Two components that I would like to add are that it should not 

be dependent upon the level of literacy of the snidents to be successfùl. and it should allow 

individual choice in response to cUmculum Giwig students choice is a fom of inclusion. 

Evduated Pro- 

Some programs that have been implemented and evaluated have sorne interesting results 

to give M e r  evidence for these principles. One research project undertaken in Ontario 

attempted to change children's racial attitudes by using both experiential and cognitive dorriains 

(Ijaz & Ijaz, 1981). The goal of the program was to teach students about East Indian culture 

using an activity-based approach rather than a lecture approach The program emphasized the 

simiianties between cultures but the differences in the cultural practices. Marriage. birth. and 

other human milestones were studied through art. dance, and music. The results of the research 

project using i n t e ~ e w s  with the participants. showed significant change of racial attitude and the 

change was a lasting one (Ijaz & Ijaz, 1 98 1 ). The researchers suggested that the success of the 

project lay in the combination of cognitive and experiential approach "The prograrn involved a 

highly experiential approach with a strong emphasis on East Indian music, folk-dance. arts and 

crafts, and games. Through dance and role-playing students identified with East Indian culture" 

(Ijaz & Ijaz, as cited by Peters, 1981, p. 62). 

A British Columbia stiidy done in 1985 was a joint venture between the Squamish Indian 

Band and The North Vancouver School District (McPhie, 1989). A replica of a pre-contact 

Squamish longhouse was built and used as the site of a cultural immersion experience for groups 

of nonoNative grade four students. Squamish eldea were mvolved in creating the program dong 

with the researchers. Students participateci in pre-contact Squamish iifé dong with their teachers 

and some Squamish people. There was also a control group. These students received the sarne 



informat ion but in the traditional classroo m setting. Teac hers. students and Native participants 

were interviewed and asked tu describe their experiences regarding the project. The resdts of the 

study are interesthg in that the information learned was consistent across both groups. however. 

the experitnental group showed the development of many positive attitudes towards Native 

Peoples that did not happa wiîh the control group. The teachers were also affected positive@ by 

the e-xperience. "Educational change, then, must be understood as a learning experience for the 

aduits involved, teachen, administrators, parents, etc. as weil as for children" (McPhie. 1989. p. 

226). 

This study uses the term, "immersion" that Thornpçon (1997) referred to in her paper. The 

researchen in the British Columbia study beiieved that the immersion of the audents in Squamish 

culture was a major contriiuting fàctor to the success of the program. 

This chapter descnid the need for a more inclusve approach to r a c h  than multicultural 

or antiracist educat ion. It descn'bed antibias education. MulticdturaL antiracist . and ant ibias 

education were compared and the characteristics of each were üsted. A successfùl antibias 

program was depicted. 

Two evduated programs were d e r n i d  and the success of each was noted. The term 

"immersion" (Thompson, 1997) was a fàctor in the British Columbia study and the researchers 

beiieved it to be a major contriiuting fàctor to the success of the study. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE PROJECT: CUL- AWAFENESS IXROUGH THE ARTS 

Some of the mon important things teachen c m  do for their students are to help them feel 

strongly about things, help them feel good about themselves and theù world. help them feel good 

about each other. and help hem know how it feels to be hurt by comments or inconsiderate 

remarks. The ability to feel or to empathise with the conditions ofanother's life is the beginning of 

tolerance. 1 want students to know and understand the issues of himess. justice. and equity. This 

chapter descnis  my teaching practice and how it led me to apply for a Ministry of Education 

grant to create a c k c u h u n  which f o c w s  on leamhg about Native People through their arts 

using an antibias education approach Also included is a complete description of the c d c d u r n  

project, Cultural Awareness Through The Arts. Contained in this chapter. too. is the conceptual 

mode1 that the cumDculum project uses. 

My classroom program is usually integrated around a central theme and that theme ofien 

involves the study of a culnue. I k e  :O approach a culture through its arts. The arts are those 

aspects of a culture that involve dance, music, art, dmm, and nory. The arts of a culture embody 

cultural beliefk, ideals, and history, and reflect culture--customs, habits. technology, and worship. 

This definition is simüar to a demion  offered by Lee. 

Culture is the totality of ideas. belieîk, values, knowledge of a group of individuais who 

share certain historical experiences. Expression of culture is related to the power which 

groups have in the social order. Culture is dynamic and ofkn contains elements of conflict 

and opposition . . . [the arts are] symbols which express culture. (Lee, 1985, p. 1 1) 



1 have ofien used the arts as the vehicle for my snidents to both l e m  about a culture and 

then demonstrate that leaming. For example, when teaching a unit about a specific culture. 

students have leamed a great deal about the customs, history. beliefi, ideais. habits. technology. 

and worship of that culture by studying the paintmgs or the dances, reading the nories. or 

watching the ciramas from that culture. In asking the snidents to demonstrate the leaniing they 

have achieved. I have oflen asked them to use the arts to do this by presenting a research project 

through cirama, dance, painting, or opera. 1 do this for a number of reasons. Many students 

nanirauy love the arts. They do not have to be cajoled into painting, singing, or dancing. It is a 

preferred activity for most students. The arts also make students feel in a way that leaming about 

a culture through traditional historical or geographical methods cannot make them feel. The 

traditional historical or geographical method focuses only on the reading and writing 

components-the linguistic components of leaming. The arts involve a person in a deeper. more 

personal way. which will be discussed more M y  at a later point. 

1 have chosen justice, fairness, equity, and the arts as centrai thernes in my curriculum 

planning for most of my teaching career, specifically in the intermediate division. that is. students 

in grades seven and eight between the ages of 12 and 14. This transitional period is a dficult time 

for children. They are begkuiing the hormonal changes that tum them into young adults. They are 

beginning to develop a social conscience and they are very concemed about justice in their own 

Lives. Most ofien the approach used by teachea in the intermediate division is the traditionai 

approach to delivering curriculum. The term "traditional" is one that is commonly used by 

teachers. It is part of "teacher culture" language. The tenn "traditional" is also used by Dewey 

(1938) to oppose "progressive." Traditional is the way one teaches when there is reference made 

to "back to the basics." A traditional teacher is one who stands at the front of the classroorn and is 



the font of kno wledge. The traditional teacher filis "the empty vessels" by assigning readings from 

texts, giving lectures on topics, and wrïting notes on the board for mdents to copy. A traditional 

teacher marks strong divisions between subjects, and assigns individual assipnents with a heavy 

emphasis on logical-mathematical skills. In my experience as an intemediate teacher working with 

other teachen in a division to plan units and events for intemediate students. and in my 

expeneuce as a Leaming Resource Teacher attached to intemediate divisions in two schoo 1s. 1 

have observed that rnost intermediate division teachers follow this traditionai approach to 

delivering curriculum The "fun" subjects like the arts are often neglected or used as a Friday 

aflemoon fUer. They are rarely seen a s  a viable and valuable way of producine and assessing 

student leaming. Perhaps because so much of my own learning bas k e n  done through the arts. I 

see them as an important teaching tool. Therefore, when I plan a unit of curriculum based on a 

culture for my snülents. 1 consider the skius. knowledge, and attitudes tbat I must teach and I use 

the arts of the culture as an important vehicle for both learning about the culture and for student 

demonstration of the learning. 

Dunng the school year of 1994-95, 1 was teaching a Grade 6/7 class. The entire junior 

and intermedite divisions at that school were workhg on a special project that involved Native 

Peoples and anticbias education In my own classroom 1 had added a strong component of the arts. 

I had also completely integrated the c u m c d ~  that is, the theme was Native Peoples and ail  the 

subjects or program areas were leamed through this theme. The reading, writing, math, 

geography, and history were ail taught through the Native Peoples therne. The classroom looked 

iike a Native art gallery by the end of the unit. We covered the walls with mur& and had dream 

catchers hangmg fkom the ce-. 1 was deeply moved by the Native Peoples unit and 1 wanted to 

explore it further. 1 was especially interesteci in what I perceived to be the power of the arts as an 



agent for developing positive attitudes in the students. Throughout the unit we had focused on the 

issues of faimess, equity and justice as they related to the Native Peoples within the development 

of Canada but we had focused on them as they were represented through Native ans and as the 

midents represented them through their art. Throughout the unit students appeared to be 

developing positive atîitudes towards Native Peoples. 1 believed that the unit had k e n  so 

s u c c e s s ~  because the students had become immersed in Native Culture because of the heaw 

emphasis on their arts. This immersion was a form of the "cultural immersion" descriid earlier. It 

was surrounding the students with the various art fomis of the culture. almost bombarding the 

students with the cultural symhls and stories, with the idea that ço much exposure to the cultural 

f o m  would help the students embrace the culture and develop compassion and understanding for 

the culture. The arts had a way of drawing the students into the culture that helped them identify 

with the people of the culture. This identification with the makers of the arts helped them 

overcome any bias they might have had. 

The Curriculum Proiect 

It was with this point of view, the idea of the power of cultural immersion that 1. as 

Leaming Resource Teacher for the intermediate division in a new school, applied for a grant with 

a coUeague who held the same position Li another school in an adjacent community. It was a 

Ministry of Education grant to develop innovative curriculum based on The Common Curriculum 

(MET0.1993b). The initiative was cded Makina The Common Curriculum Your Own 

(METO, 1995). 1 had discussed the desire to do the Native Peoples unit with my colleague and she 

was enthusiastic about trying the Mit with her classes. We received a gant to develop a 

cUmcdum for grade seven and eight students that would address issues of bias generally and bias 

towards First Nations people specjfïcally. 



The L e h g  Resource Teacher position involved l e a d i  the team of intemediate 

teachen in planning the curriculum for theu students. 1 suggested the Native Peoples unit to my 

team of teachen and they were agreeable. We believed that there was a definite need for 

issues-based programming for our -dents, in a d town whose people were mainly white. 

English speaking descendants of British 10 yalists. The prevailtig attitudes were conservative for 

the most part and intolerant of cultural differences. Biased comments were fkequently heard both 

fkom students and aduits. The students in particular made many comments about other students 

and used words lü<e "Indi&' "fag," "welfàre case," or "fatso" as put-downs. A major target for 

biased comments in the community and in the student body were the Mohawk people f?om 

Tyendinaga. a large Native reserve which borden the town. Fishing is an important leisure activity 

and tourist attraction in the town and many of the biased comments about First Nations stemmed 

f?om the khing rights that the Natives had. The comments were not oniy about khing but I 

beiieved this was an important source of many of the comments. 

The Minisuy of Education grant enabled us to develop the curriculum and provided 

professional development for ourselves and for the intermediate teachea wÏth whom we worked. 

The professiod development was in the areas of antibias education and First Nations arts. We 

began in early Januacy, 1996, with a full &y of professional development led by two facilitaton 

appointed by the Federation of Women Teachers Association of Ontario. One M'SLS an expert in 

antiracist education and the other an expert in First Nations studies. The &y was spent examining 

issues of bias m media, specifically in chüdren's books and textbooks. We also spent time planning 

our project and discusSmg anticipated problems, concems, and fears. 

Our curriculum was organized hto two distinct parts. The fkst part was antibias 

education. It deah with issues of negative bias based on race, gender, age, body image. and sexual 



orientation This part of the unit gave the students an understanding of these issues of bis .  a 

vocabulary to express their feelings about the issues, and the experience and knowledge to 

deconstruct incidents of racism sexism, ageism. etc. The issues were brought into the lives of the 

students and examples were examined, discussed, written about. and drarnatized. 

The antibias section progressed through the use of "voice" or point of view. We began by 

looking at one voice-our own. Each student made a patch for a heritage quilt . The patch which 

was a picture made ftom pieces of material sewn together. represented the cultural hentage and 

interests of the student. The patches were then sewn together to form a class quilt. The quilt 

became a wual representation of the diversity of the class. 

We progressed to two voices. This strategy involved telling the same story fkom the point 

of view of two dEerent characters. We looked at fairy tales and stories and tried to tel  them f5om 

another character's point of view. We used The Pawr B a  Princes (Ahlberg & Ahlberg, 1988), 

and The True Stow of The Three Little Pins (Sciesaka 1991), as a starting point. These stories 

challenge the traditional fairy tale perspectives by t e h g  the traditionai fêiry tales Eom the points 

of view of other characters. We pro gressed to reading and writing poetry in two vo ices. 

The next logical step was to hear "culnual voices." that is, stories where the voices or 

storytellers were of a dinerent culture than that of the rnajonty of characters in the story. 

Generaliy these involved issues of racisrn or se* We read stories and poerns and watched 

films that also dealt with these issues. The films, aories, and poems were folowed with 

discussion, journal writing, problem-solvbg, and rok-phying activities. 

We deconstnicted stories and reports in movies, music videos. text books. novels. 

newspapers, television newscasts, and m every other form of prkt media we could h d .  When 

the students M y  had the vocabuiary and enough experience m deconstructing films, stories and 



textbooks, they were ready to move on to the second section of the curriculum--The First 

Nations. 1 wanted the midents to understand issues of bias and to be able to discuss them using a 

specific vocabulary so that when we began the Native Peoples component of the unit they could 

use these skills to critically view films, textbooks, and other reference materials. 1 wanted them to 

be able to think about Native People in the ways we had k e n  thinking about ourselves. and 

characters in films that we had watched. 

We wanted to continue the antibias approach in l e h g  about First Nations. Our 

intention for this section was to have the students leam about Native culture though the arts and 

to demonstrate their learning through the arts. Another consideration was wanting the students to 

see the Native peoples both as an historical group and as a modem goup of Canadians. There 

were three layers to this section of the unit: History of First Nations, Modem First Nations. and 

Fint Nations Arts. They were not taught sequentially but were liîyered. We cded  this section 

CuituraI Immersion Through The Arts. 

At this point 1 would iike to restate the definition of cultural b e r s i o n  that 1 outlined in 

the introduction Culniral immersion was the process used in the project. Cultural Awareness 

Throueh The Arts,  to surround the students with the arts, üterature, values, traditions. history. 

beliefi. and social order of a culture. This was done by bombarding them with art, music. dance. 

drama, and story fiom the culture and using the people of the culture to teach the artforms. The 

arts-drama, music, story, visual arts, and dance-these things embody the beliefk, the ideals, and 

the history of a people. When you know these thmgs, you know the people fiom the outside and 

have a better chance of understandmg their bide.  We wanted to achieve this cultural immersion 

by having the students experience the arts of the Native Peoples both by viewbg them and dohg 

them. Cultural mimersion was an mtegral component of the mtegrated curriculum of the project 



where students leamed about a culture and then leamed the sMls, knowledge and attitudes of the 

academic subject areas through the act of learning about the culture. The goal was to d e  the 

students feel a genuine understanding and compassion for the cdture. 

We began thiç section of the unit by invithg a First Nations storyteIlerlhinorian to teil the 

students the Creation story. The storyteuer, Al Brant flom the Tyesdinaga Reserve. explained to 

us that the Creation story formed the foundation of First Nations culture and is fùndamental to 

understanding all aspects of First Nations culture. The lessons were the same lessons we all teach 

our children--dont steal, dont kill, love your neighbour, honour your parents--but the messages 

were subtle and effective. The characters were people as weiI as animals and the under theme 

was an ovenvhelming respect for "Mother Earth". Later students represented the aory through 

visual arts, dance. d r m  and music. One group painted a huge mural or vûual tirnehe of the 

creation story. Another group told the story through drama: another through dance. 

In accordance with "Cultural Immersion" we invited severai Mohawk artists into the 

schools. They demo-ted their art, taught their art. and told the story of their art to the 

nudents. The midents were continually involved in creating art and telling nones throughout the 

unit. The importance of story was integral to the unit. The symbois transcended the nones and 

entered into the arts and the symbols ail seemed to reach back to the creation story. This process 

was engaging for the students. They found they could identify with the Native person through the 

doing of the art and they could substitute their own cultural symbols in the art and that way make 

it their own. 

Another arts activity that was particularly engaging was making dream catchers. A Native 

woman told our classes the story of the dream catcher and explainecl the symbuls m them. She 



then taught the students how to make them. The drearn catcher is supposed to trap the bad 

dreams and leave oniy the good dreams behind with the dreamer. 

We ended the unit with an Întegrated arts presentation for parents and the nudent body of 

the school. We prepared the gymnasium before the presentation by covering the wails with aiI the 

visual art the students had created for the unit. There were paintings, heritage quilts. murais. 

symbol silhouettes. illustrated poerns, history projects, dioramas, and posters. The w a k  were 

covered and parents and other classes spent as much thne viewing the art both before and after 

the performance as they did in viewing the presentation. 

Integrated arts is the approach used in our board to teach the arts to students in the 

intemediate division. It is a curriculum baseà on the layering of the arts to create specific 

presentations. For example, telling a nory can be done in many ways-through &ama. art. dance. 

music. In integrated arts, one would teIl the aory through al1 or some of the arts. L e  a musical 

production, for example. the reteiling of Romeo and Juliet through dance and music in West Side 

Stoq. 

One group of midents sang O Sien a song written by Susan Aglukark. an Inuit singer. 

Not oniy did they sing it but they created a dance to go with it and one student. who is de& 

signed the song for the audience. This student had never before k e n  codonable using sign 

language m fiont of the other midents m the class. In the pst it had always made her feel 

dEerent. I think the work in antibias education contnbuted to her will9igness to do this. She 

knew how to deal with biased comments. She had the vocabulary to respond to them 

Another group did The Dance of The Masks. Their oniy costumes were masks they had 

made of papier rnache and were student mterpretations of First Nations rnasks. They wore the 

masks and danced a Native myth while a narrator told the story. The simpiicity of the costumes 



matched the simplicity of the music and the symbols, the rriasks. were the mon important part. 

This was effective at capturing the essence of First Nations arts. 

Another group used an antibias approach and wrote a play about a racist and a group of 

First Nations people meeting. The play addressed the issues that dominate the thinking about Fira 

Nations people in our s m d  town. It dedt with laws goveniing sales tax and hhing rights. Lûe on 

reservations. and the First Nations way of We. 

Students presented antibias poems they had written, journal entries written fiom the point 

of view of immigrants to Canada, and poems written for two voices. The two voice poems were 

moa effective. Two grade eight girls presented the poem, Two Women It is the nory of a 

rebeilion told by two women one the wife of a nch white factory owner, the other. the M e  of a 

rebel. I noticed some parents and teachers in the audience weeping silently during this 

performance. 

One class did an integrated arts presentation of a Fkst Nations myth. The Sun Dance 

Festival. This was the retelling of a BlacWoot rituai using the integrated arts process. This 

involved every student in the class. The students spent severai weeks working on this. The 

students chose which part of the presentation they wished to work o n  Not everyone wanted to 

act or dance. Some of the students wanted to work on lights or videotaping, the sound system, or 

scenery and props. Some chose to wnte the script while others chose to h d  appropriate music. 

Some created dances and then taught them to the other students hvolved. Othen were actors. 

The ody part taken by the teacher was the directmg and she even had help with that as the 

students made suggestions. Evesrthing was researched-the scewry had to bave the right kind of 

homes and clothhg; the music had to k nom the nght gro up of people. The Blackfoo t . The 

dance had to resemble the kind of First Nations dance they had learned fiom the Quinte Mohawk 



diincers it wasn't the right nation but the leader of the dancers had told them it would be close 

enough. Ln any event the dances were not authentic. The students created them I knew the point 

had been made, however, when one &y we were searchuig for music that was heaw on drums. 

The students were just looking through my collection of t q e s  and found the perfect d m  music. 

It was f i c a n  but I kept dent. Finally one of the students said we couldn't use it. It wouldn't be 

right because it wasn't First Nations music. 

The big presentation ended with every child in the intermediate division joining in singing 

We Are The World, the song m e n  by Michael Jackson and Lionel Richie for Band-Aid in the 

1980's. It was awe inspiring. You could teil the students had really developed a social conscience 

by Listering to the enthusiasm and feeling in their shging of this song. 

Our program followed the model shown in Figure 2. We had taken the students f h m  one 

personal voice to two voices to cultural voices to a different voice. They appeared to have made 

the transition to a different voice, a more critical voice, a less biased voice. 

This chapter began with a description of my teaching practice which led me to apply for a 

grant to create innovative curriculum based on The Common Cwricuium, (METO. 1993 b). It 

included a complete description of the curriculum and a description of the model used to create 

the cUmcuium. 



m e  1 

The Curriculum Model: Antibias Education 

one voie 



CHAPTER 6 

RESEARCH METHOD 

The research examines a curriculum project, the purpose of which was to develo p a 

curriculum that would enable students to examine a culture tbrough its arts. which are the 

embodiment of cultural experiences. and to make students aware of bias. This chapter descnks 

the research method that was used to gather and andyze the data provided by participants of the 

curriculum project and the following study. Included are descriptions of the questionnaires that 

both students and teachen completed at the end of the curriculum project. the methods used to 

analyze these data, a description of the focus discussion as a source of data an account of the 

strategies used to analyze the data fiom the discussion, and a description of the teachen involved 

in the focus group discussion. 

This thesis rnakes use of qualitative methods of @sis and some descriptive aatistics. 

As one of the teachers involved in the project and the leader of the project. I have descriid 

incidents fiom my point of view and interpreted them through my experiences as an intermediate 

teacher who believes strongly in the power of the arts. Although I am not an arts speciaiist. I have 

developed expertise in teaching the arts. 1 have mccessfully used the arts as a vehicle for 

developing positive student attitudes in the past and I beiieve these e w e n c e s  are important to 

the interpretation of the story. Another important component of this experience is my enthusiasm 

for and love of the arts. This is clearly cornmunicated to my students and to other teachen 

through discussions and actions. 1 place a high value on arts projets that the students do. 

1 kept a personal journal throughout the project. 1 recorded comwnts made to me by 

student s, mcidents whic h I found interest kg, interactions between students and teachers, and 

ideas that developed as the project progressed. The journal, however, focused on the teamwork 



components of the project more than on other aspects. 1 have w d  some of the information from 

the jod--comrnents by midents and interpretations of incidents-as data for this snidy. These 

data are presented in Chapter 8 of this thesis. 

The Ouestionnaires 

1 asked aii the teachers and students involved in the project to complete questionnaires 

based on the work we had done during the project. Copies of these questionnaires are included in 

Appendices A and B. The questionnaires for the students. focused on any positive attitude or 

attitude change that the students might have noticed in themselves. the importance of the work we 

had done. and their personal high points of the unit. The teacher questionnaires focused on the 

go& of the project. the need for antibias education, the role of the arts in the project. and the 

quality of the professional development teachers had received. The questionnaires formed part of 

the package that I was required to send to the Minisay of Education as an evaiuation of the 

project. They were not designed with this thesis in mind. The completion of the queaionna.ires 

was optional. Indeed not all students nor aii teachers completed them. In my schooL 1 took the 

questionnaires to the classes. explallied the purposes, and asked the students and teachers to 

complete them They were also told the questiormkes would remain anonymous. Neither 

students nor teachen were required to sign their names. In the other school, the questionnaires 

were distrïbuted to the teachen by the Leamhg Resource Teacher. The teachers were asked to 

have their -dents complete them and send them to me. I received questionnaires nom al1 classes 

except for one. The teacher neglected to ask the students to complete thern. 

The mident questionnaire consisted of four parts. Questions 1 and 2 asked them to 

idente whaî they had learned during the project. Question 3 focused on what students believed 

to be important about the unit by asking them to explam why the unit should be taught to next 



year's class. Question 4 asked the students what they most enjoyed about the unit. that is for 

them, the personal high point of the unit (See Appendiix A). 

1 analyzed these questionnaires for cornmon threads and recurrent themes to develop a 

picture of the lessons learned, the attitudes that might have deveioped or changea and the 

highlights of the project. Each student provided a response based on : 

1 . What they leamed. 

2. What they believed to be important. 

3 .Their personal high points. 

4.The reason they enjoyed their high points. 

When a student gave more than one a m e r  to a question on the questionnaire, each answer was 

recorded and given equal weight. 1 tallied the nurnber of responses to each question and then 

grouped them by cornmon thernes. I was looking for evidence to dernonstrate attitude changes in 

particular. 1 wanted to generate a nibric or continuum to show the deveiopment of tolerance 

within the students. 

The tables containhg the data are organized by class and rnay be found in chapter 7. By 

comparing the tables, 1 was able to see ciifferences in whole class responses. 1 was also able to 

show how rnany students in each group mentioned an attitude change toward Fim Nations 

People. Seven out of the eight classes are represented. Ow teacher chose not to have the students 

complete the questio&es. 

The teacher questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first part reiterated the goals of the 

unit. The second part consisted of three questions. Question 1 asked the teacher to explain 

whether there was a need for this kind of education. Question 2 asked the teacher ûthe unit had 

accomplished its goals and why. Question 3 asked the teacher to descni the usefukiess of the 



professional development opportunhies provided by the project. The last part was an opportunity 

for the teacher to give additionai comments. The Teacher Questionmire may be found in 

Appendk B. Nine of the ten teachen involved completed the questionnaire. 

I andyzed the data on the teacher questionnaires classiSmg the information into three 

responses: (a) the need for antibias education; (b) the role of the arts in the unit, and: (c) any 

evidence of change of student attitude toward Native Canadians. 1 did not use data korn the 

question about professional development. It had no bearing on the study and was there to satis- 

the requirernents of the Muustly of Education of Ontario, the fiuiding agent for the curriculum 

project. 

1 organized a focus discussion for the purpose of this research with four of the orher 

teachers involved in the project. 1 developed the questions that were used as a focus for the 

discussions and sent them to the teachers ahead of t h e  so that they could think about the 

questions. These questions were organized in questionnaire format so that they could write 

answers or ideas that they wished to discuss about the questions in advance of the discussion. 

There were Nne questions planned for the focus group discussion. Questions 1 and 2 had to do 

with the goals of the project. They asked the teachers whether the project had k e n  succesfui in 

achieving its goals of making students aware of bias towards First Nations people. and whether 

these goals had k e n  appropriate for the children in our classes. Questions 3.4, 5, and 6 focused 

on the role of the arts in the project. They asked the teachers whether the arts were integral to 

achieving the goals, to describe the reactions of the students to the use of the arts, to d e m i  

whether or not the project could have ken achieved without the arts. and to descni  the teachers' 

codort  level with the arts. Question 7 asked the teachers to descnk the benents of teamwork 

Question 8 asked the teachers to comment on the importance of several classes do hg the same 



unit at the same tirne. Question 9 asked the teachers to describe their beliefi about teachers 

creating their own curricuia The questionnaire may be found in Appendk C. 

The focus group discussion was fàcilitated by a new teacher. She had k e n  a audent 

teacher in my classroorn two years eariier. In the focus gmup discussion transcnpts she is cded  

"Lori." Lori held a B.F.& and was a practising artist who. when she tau@ in my classroom used 

visual arts and drarna to teach skills and knowledge in language and social audies. She was not 

involved in this project but had been involved in a similar project when she had k e n  a student 

teacher. For this reason she had a good working knowledge of the goals of the project. 

The focus group discussion lasted for two hours and 30 minutes. It was audio-taped and 

transcnid verbath One of the teachers chose no t to attend at the last minute. 

The focus group consisted of five people-three of the other project teachers. myself. and 

the facilitator. The teachers were chosen because they were willing to take part in the focus group 

session The focus group took place in the summer d e r  the project had k e n  completed. and 

when some of the teachen were away on holidays. Those who participated did represent each of 

the schools that was involved in the project. These were &O people who had never worked 

together before the project and who were highly interested in the project, both in antibias 

education and in First Nations education The number of teachers was appropriate for a focus 

group, (Morgan 1988, p. 44). Everyone had the opportunity to sbare his or her thoughts and 

opinions. For convenience. the two schools involved will be cded School A and School B. 

Teachers in the Focus Grouv 

Teacher #l was the cocoordmator of the project. In the focus discussion tra~script she 

was cded  "Marck." She was not an intermediate teacher but had worked with intemediate 

-dents in enrichment situations. She was the Learning Resource Teacher at School B and in her 



role she helped teachers implement the unit in their classrooms. She had a strong commitment to 

the arts in education and had used the integrated arts process extensively. She had ben  a 

consultant for gifled education and had taught d y  in the primary and junior divisions. 

Teacher #2 was a grade sYdseven teacher in School B. In the focus discussion transcript 

she was caiied "Darlene." She used the arts a great deal in her teaching although 1 am not sure 

that she specificaily used them as a vehicle for leaming, but rather as an enhancement to her 

pro- She did not expect students to leam about a culture by studying its art but she wo uld 

have them study the art for the sake of the art itself. She was a successful teacher. that is. the 

reputation she had gained with the board and the comrnunity of teachers withui the board. was 

that of a "successful intermediate teacher." She had good rapport with her students. She had 

created rnany of her own mtegrated cmicula for the intermediate division and she was a member 

of the Antiracist Committee for the board which employed us. She used the unit with her 

students. 

Teacher $3 was a grade eight teacher in School A. In the focus discussion transcript she 

was cded "Nonna." She had taught grade eight for a number of years and she tended to be a 

traditional teac her relyhg heavily on textboo ks and board-produced curriculum documents. S he 

defmed herselfas a "traditional teacher" in the focus discussion She had good rapport with her 

students and used music to enhance her program. She was a gdled singer and loved to teach 

music. She used the unit with her class. 

Teacher #4 was a grade seven teacher in School A and a Learning Resource Teacher. In 

the focus discussion transcript she was caiied "Cynthia." She had taught mtermediate students for 

ten years. She liked to mate mtegrated curriculuum units for her students, particularty units using 



the arts. She was well known in our board as a successhl intemediate teacher and someone who 

was mong in arts education. 

I analyzed the transcript of the focus group discussion and the focus group 

questionnaires in dinerent ways. 1 scanned all these data to discover recuming themes and 

pattern. I accomplished this by using the "scissor-and-sort" method (Morgan, 1988. p. 66). In 

this way an organizing systern emerged fkom the data by categorizing data segments. 1 used a 

method of constant comparison to tease out patterns. 1 also analyzed these data using 

predetermined categories. I named the categones using the broad topics in Dissanayake's theory 

of art as a human need. The topics are: The Arts Draw You In The Arts as a Way of Knowing. 

The Arts as a Hunianizing Process, The Arts as Emotion The use of these categories developed 

as 1 examlied the transcripts and categorized the patterns and recognized the similarity between 

the patterns and Dissanayake's theory. 

1 a-ed the data in the focus group tmnscript and in the teacher questionnaires by 

classiSing the information into three responses: (a) the need for antibias education: (b) the role of 

the arts m the unit; and (c) any evidence of change of snident attitude toward Native Canadians. 

Throughout the discussion of the focus group. teachers cited behaviours or actions of 

students that they felt were a consequence of the project. These examples couid be placed on a 

continuum to descn i  a change fiom intolerance to tolerance. In this way a developrnental 

continuum of tolenuice with four phases, each phase having specific behavioural indicators. 

emerged from the data These phases will be descnîd more M y  in the next chapter. 

1 asked permission fiom the Superintendent of Schools to use ali aspects of the project for 

my thesis &ta She gave permission by telephone and I wrote a letter to her confirmmg her 

permission 1 aiso wrote to the Executive Assistant of Professional Development for the 



Federation of Women Teacher's Association which was the hd ing  agent for the M .  of 

Education grant, informing her of my decision to use the student responses gathered during the 

project as data for my thesis. She had earlier given me permission by telephone to use the project 

in any way 1 wished. Copies of ail letters of permission are in Appendix E. F. and G. 

This chapter descn'bed the methods used to gather and analyze data fiom the curriculum 

project, Cultural Awareness Through The Arts, the questionnaires and the focus discussion. The 

rnethod relied on qualitative strategies. Responses on student questionnaires. completed at the end 

of the curriculum project, were tallied and information organized in tables which appear in 

Chapter 7. Responses on teacher questionnaires were organized and categorized. Included in this 

chapter were a description of the rnembers of the focus discussion and the rnethods used to 

anaiyze the data gained in the focus discussion 



C W T E R  7 

RESULTS: INCREASED TOLERANCE 

This chapter descnis  the development of tolerance in teachers and students. Students 

appeared to develop tolerance in stages. a process that I c a l  the developrnental continuum of 

tolerance. This continuum has four stages which are descnid in this chapter. Examples are given 

of student and teacher comments to illustrate each stage. The data gathered fiom the 

questionnaires have been tabulated and are included. The data have been organized by class. 

%y revisiting the nory of the project, through the focus discussion 1 believe that 1 gained 

a deeper understanding of what had taken place. Throughout the focus discussion there was a 

general agreement amongst the teachers that the goals of the project were met. that is. that the 

students became aware of bis, generally. and bias toward Native people, specificaily. There was 

a h  a general agreement that the attitudes towards Native people of most of the students had 

changed. There also emerged a developmental continuum of toierance that was grounded in the 

data 

A Develo~mentai Continuum of Tolerance 

Tolerance appeared to develop in a continuum that began with no awareness of bias. 

progressed to awareness of bias. then to politicai conectness, and W y  to transfer to personai 

We. Most, ifnot all, students and teachers involved in the project made some movement on this 

cont~uum. For some students and teachers these were small seps and for some they were very 

large steps, as shown by the data Students who appeared to teachers, to have taken small neps, 

may, în thek own eyes, have taken giant leaps. All -dents and teachm were at dinerent startùig 

pomts as w e l  There were some students who began the project k i n g  very biased against 



minority groups and women and who ended the project having moved only to the political 

correctness stage. 

Dekitions of these stages appear below. 

No Awareness of Bias: Students m this group used racial slun openly in front of anyone-other 

students or teachen. They saw nothmg wrong with calling someow a "nigger" or a "Fag" or 

descniing someone's behaviour as "gay." These students told sexist and racist jo kes openly. A 

specific example of this was one student in my class who loved to teil jokes and had a r e d y  good 

sense of humour but who was also very biased. He often wanted to teU me a joke. Other students 

would say, "No. Dont teil that joke to the teacher," but he saw nothing wrong with it. Often 1 

would say, "1s it dirty, racist. or sexist?" only to have him assure me that it wasn't any of those 

and then when he told the joke it would invariably be one of those. usually not a dirty joke. He 

had Iearned over the years not to tell jokes of a sexual nature. but he had no idea that the other 

categories were unacceptable. At the beginning of o u  project there were many students who 

behaved in this manner in the schook involved. Perhaps they were not all as blatantly prejudiced 

against minonties as the boy in my class who told racist and se& jokes, but they certainly made 

the kind of cornments and name-calling that go hand in hand with prejudice and they were not 

really aware that it was socially unacceptable to behave this way. 

Awareness of Bk: Students in this group knew that there were taboo words and topics. It ofien 

only meant that they wodd not say them m fiont of specifïc people-teachers or other adults. It 

appeared that the idea that these words were "taboon only made them more attractive to some of 

the students. One boy m my school was fiequently calleci "gayn or "fag." His older brother had 

even been one of the people calüng him these names. His mother came to talk to me one day after 

school because she was concemed about the comments and the possiibiIity they might be accurate 



descriptions of the boy. It appeared that everyone was concemed because he would not fight in 

hockey games when chailenged by other boys and his best fkiend happened to be a girl. This kind 

of name-calling was prevalent before the project began, and the teacher would fhd out only when 

the rnaligned student would tell or when a concemed parent would raise the issue. Sometimes 

other students would tell a teacher it was happening. Interestingly, at the beguuiing of the project 

when these words were king discussed and dissected in the classrooms. students often used them 

loudly and brazenly on the piayground. It was at this time that I noticed boys going out of their 

way to c d  girls sexist names and then immediately tum around and say, "Oh no. I mustn't say 

that. It's sexist!" It became almost a joke to some of them At the same t h e  others would make a 

much bigger deal of biased comments tban was necessary. They would use every opportuity they 

could to teii a teacher that someone was making some kind of biased comment. These 

protestations were d y  accompanied by a grin or a giggle, R e  knowing about bias was a new 

to y. 

One snident who was constantly putting other students down was a boy whom a teacher 

in the focus group descriid as king without a group. The difficulty came to light when they 

were working on the quih patches and he could not corne up with cultural icons. "It wasn't that he 

didn't understand symbols because he knew exactly what not to choose. He knew what symbols 

were, what icons were, but he didn't lmow what an icon was for a group of people that he 

belonged to, that belonged to himn (Marck Focus Discussion). This boy, by the end of the year. 

had finally reached the stage where he was aware of issues of bias. His teacher stated that he 

fïnaily understood that what he said was indeed a put down and that this was a big step for him. 

"Sometimes what we see as Me steps for some students are huge jumps for others" (Darlene, 

Focus Discussion). 



One teacher during the focus discussion descn'bed this stage for herseif as weU as for the 

students. She cited examples of midents telling other students that sometbg was biased and she. 

the teacher, would say,"Donlt tell that to Mis. Butler" ( N o m  Focus Discussion). She too had 

tinaly realized that there were some people to whom you did not say certain things. This did not 

happen only with people involved in the project. The stafroorn in my school tended to be a place 

for "blowing off s t e m "  There was a core of people who like to tell biased jokes and çome of 

these people also fiequently used terms to refer to people that were very biased. One of the 

teachers involved in the focus group discussion commented on this as well saying, "1 personally 

took wmething fiom that [the antibias education] becaw I guess rnaybe we ail sit and listen to 

jokes about blondes and Newfïes and that sort of thing and 1 found myself now opthg out of 

these situations at school" (Noma Focus Discussion). 

1 also noticed the change in the staffroom When I was in there and one of the core joke 

group would Say, "1 have a joke. 1s Caro 1 here?" Lnmediately 1 knew it was a very biased jo ke. 

Tney hadn't become politicdy correct becaw they would still use t e m  k e  "fàg" when I was 

there but they knew they had better not teil the jokes. Another teâcher said of a staffroorn 

That happened at another school 1 was at when another teacher we al know was there. 

The whole tone of the staffroom went up a aotch when she was in the room . . . there was 

a certain element that told unbeiievable sexist jokes and they just wouldn't do it ifshe was 

there. She never had to say a word. parlene, Focus Discwion) 

The project had an effect on the whole school population in that other rnembers of the 

staffand student body would hear the project people discussing the issues of bias and they knew 

that we, the teachers and students who were mvolved in the project, were changing. They knew 

that thmgs were different. 



Political Correctness: The students in this group had finally developed the vocabulary to discuss 

issues of bias. They had learned that it was not aiways acceptable to use r e m  of bias and were 

carefùi not to use them in most situations. They took them seriousiy in fiont of teachen. adults. 

or other shidents that took the issues seriously. At this stage attitudes and behaviour had not 

necessarily changed. They may still have ken  very biased but knew enough ro use politically 

correct terms. They didn't use their biased language on the playground where anyone who might 

be offended could hear. These students had rnoved fbtn the stage where they were merely aware 

of bias. They were aware and they had "leamed how to play the game" of king politicdy 

correct. Students in this stage had learned that there were people in fkont of whom they could be 

themseives and people in &ont of whom they had to be politically correct. This was one step more 

than the students m the "awareness of bias" stage. In fiont of strangers and teachen. these 

nudents would use the language of the politically correct. 1 was surprised to discover that one 

student whom 1 thought had developed a truly unbiased attitude toward other people was merely 

a good actor in fiont of me. Another student, who knew him reaily weU descnid him to me as 

the most prejudiced person in the school, giving me several exarnples of his biased behaviour. One 

example was that he said the 'W" word ail the time when he felt he was safe h m  criticism. 1 

assumed that the 'W word was "nigger." 

Students m this stage also seemed to understand bias against themselves in specinc 

situations but tiiiled to realW that their own biases could hurt others. So they would be 

politically correct, using the vocabulary they had learwd to descrik incidents of injustice, but 

their attitudes and behaviours were often unchanged. They would no longer cd the fat girl in the 

class biased names but she still was not chosen to be on a team or she was not chosen as a dance 



partner. One of the teachen involved in the focus group discussion descriid this stage 

beautifùlly. 

You cannot necessarily change attitude but you can change behaviour. That student 

probably became aware that that behaviour was offensive within a classroom situation and 

the other kids thought that he was prejudiced and that's probably not going to change his 

attitude long term but he's going to know what's politically correct in your classroom in 

p u r  school community. parlene, Focus Discussion) 

Political correctness is certainly not tolerance. The term itseif'implies paying lip senice to 

some current ide& without accepting them m principle. However. it is a beginning. It has given 

hidents a vocabulary to descni  incidents of injustice and issues of bias. It has made them aware 

that it is not sociaify acceptable, at least in many places, to be biased. In this respect. po titical 

correctness is a springboard for the development of greater tolerance. The fact that so many 

students at once were talking about these issues, doing assignments based on these issues. and 

ope* challenging other people's opinions about these issues gave the issues of bias added value. 

If you go about dohg this kind of cuniculux~ it is important to do it to d. to a whole 

division like we did to two schools, because when they went out in the hallway, or they 

went out in the piayground or they sat in the gyrn with two or three classes nom awther 

school and they iooked around and they said 'Oh my goci, this is important. Look at d 

these people doing all this W. They're ail dohg t. This has got to be important. This 

kdt a choice Itve made or my teacher bas asked me to d e .  This many people do not get 

together to do this kind of thing unless a's important so that when 1 go home and 1 see 

two or three people saying, Women are to be in the kitcheu,' and 1 was just in the gym 

with a hundred and twenty-five people who said, 'No, it's not,' and so even though you 



may not change it [an attitude] you may begin to point hem to question the deeply 

ingrained [attitudes]. (Marck, Focus Discussion) 

Transfer to Personai LXe: Students in this group have gone past the poiitically correct stage. 

They not only are able to deconstnict incidents of bias, and clearly descni  issues of bias with the 

vocabuiary they have gained, but they have taken these skiUs into their personal lives. These 

students were able to articulate a definite change in attitude towards Native Canadians. At this 

stage students fiequently mentioned things in a way that uivolved feelings. One student said " I 

can now hold my head up high and say, ' I'm proud to be who 1 am - an Iroquoian"' (Student 

Questionnaire). Another student. at the end of the unit, said, "AU people should be treated the 

same way . . . I knew how it felt sometimes to be teased" (Student Questionnaire). One of the 

teachers in the focus group said that, "Students will remember things that moved them" (Darlene. 

Focus Discussion). and another teacher responded to her with,"You knew that something had 

happened with these kids, something that had never happened before. They had developed a 

social conscience or something because when they sang, ' We are the world. we are the c hildren 

and we've got to make a brighter day'. it was . . . they meant it. It was heartfelt" (Cynthia Focus 

Discussion). 

Attitudes Toward Native Peodes 

Questionnaires were completed by 123 students and 73 of those students articulated a 

def i te  attitude change toward Native people. There were genedy three kinds of responses that 

dealt with an attitude change. One response focused on how much like "us" Native Canadjans 

redy are but that this was new mformation to them. Ow student said, "Before 1 participated in 

this unit 1 felt Natives got everything they waoted and they had it easy but now 1 feel they have it 



hard j u t  like we dot' (Student Questionnaire). This was a common response on the student 

questionnaire. Thirty of the students cited this kind of attitude change. 

A second kind of response was of a more global nature. The attitude change was not just 

toward Native people but toward anyone of a Werent race. An example of this was, " . . . that 

race is no reason to hate and they deserve just as much respect as everyone else" (Student 

questionnaire). Thû kind of response was &O common as 33 of the students cited this kuid of 

attitude change. 

Another response, but Iess common, fit hto the caregory of not realizing there was so 

much injustice in the world: "It gave me a new view on the way the world is" (Student 

questionnaire). Responses like this accounted for 10 of the 73 attitude changes. The questionnaire 

did not specificaily ask students about attitude change. There were no leading questions. Any 

evidence on the questionnaire of a changed attitude was accepted. 

Some responses that were even more moving were ones that showed definite personal 

feeluigs and obvious student growth One student said, "Before 1 participated in this unit 1 felt 

kind of scared because 1 am an I n d i i  but now 1 feel okay because there was nothing bad about 

them" (Student questionnaire). There were several midents who declared themselves to be Native 

Canadians at different t h e s  during the unit. For some of these students. no one in their class had 

previousiy known that they were Native. There were five students in my school who declared 

theH Native heritage. During the focus group discussion one teacher stated "One of the high 

points for me was having quite a few kids teil me, after we were about mayk three quarters of 

the way through the unit, I am a Mohawk, I am a Cree, and they [the students] hadnr known that 

they[the students] were before that point or they haddt voiced it and ail of a sudden they were 

just so proud that they were Fim Nations they wanted to teIl everybody" (Cynthia Focus 



Discussion). Another teacher said that the same thing had happened in her class with two children 

(Darlene. Focus Discussion). "1 got to leam more about the people I origbdly came fiom" 

(Student questionnaire). Another student said, "I'm proud to be who 1 m a n  Iroquoian" (Student 

questionnaire). 

One child who was bhck used the unit as an opportunity to talk to the class about her 

statu as the only black child in the school. One day she said that every time the ciass discusseci 

racism she Êlt that everybody looked at her. She told the ciass she didn't iike being biack. 

She felt that ifshe could do it again she wouid d e r  be white and they [her classrnates] 

would say, 'Are you kidding? Oh dont be ridiculous!'. They were very supportive to her 

and she was someone who got teased a lot last year when she came to our school. Kids 

used to c d  her Hershey Bar and that sort of thing but they didn't know any other black 

students. They had never had any experience with anyone dinerent fiom them She 

became quite comfortable taking about it. (Dadene, Focus Discussion). 

It wasn't only students who too k the learning into their personal lives. One of the teachen 

hvolved in the focus group discussion told about how the unit had affkcted her. 

I went canoeing this week and 1 was paddling dong. looking at the lake. looking at the 

trees and thinking about Fim Nations people, thinking about that prayer tha? he [Al Brant] 

did at the begmning, that they do at the beginning of every g a t h e ~ g ,  like. we're at one 

with the world and we're part of everything. We're part of the trees and the land, and then 

he said, we say this at the beginnhg of every council, every Party, every get together. 

every aory t e h g  session, we just always say this, we're always remembering this thing, 

and 1 was paddling dong thinlcmg of that-welre at one with everyîhing, you know and 

we're pretty far fiom that in our culture, d y  FK fiom that. And that's something tbats 



stayed with me and 1 thUlk that sort of thing is the minthat's going to stay with our kids. 

not that they read this particular poem or did this particular dance. but the larger picture. 

the values SUIT that becomes intrinsic to who you are. That 's the important stuff. (Dar lene. 

Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher in the focus group discussion told of how she too k the lessons of antibias 

education into her own Life and the life of her chiidren. 

My son, who is twelve years old, grade seven, would come home fiom school and say. 

'Mon I've got a good blonde joke' and I said 'Whoa' and that was a personal thing that 

I've taken at school and I've brought it home and said t h ' s  not acceptable and 1 guess 

that's what 1 took fiom it more than anything and 1 didn't realize when 1 said things k e  

'lew me down' or 'Jew you down' that was a biased comment and now I'm very. very 

aware of it, very, very aware. And also rny daughter's started to look for things on bias, 

well we brought some of these things into school. It went fkom school to home. ( N o m  

Focus Discussion) 

When this teacher t&ed about how this unit had gone fiom school to home another 

teacher responded with. 

And it does, it does, because I would come home and 1 would talk about the art that 1 had 

seen or about Al Brant comuig in and 1 know my kids would say, 'You know, my mom 

has really gone through something this year. I'm not reaily quite sure what it is but she's 

goae through something this year that is r e d y  important to her because she's tafked about 

it a lot. ' So it was, it was a growth thing. (Cynthia, Focus Discussion) 

The s w e s  that I have discussed m this section are the criteria I am ushg to descni the 

success of the project. At the end of the unit 73 out of 123 students cited a d e M e  attitude 



change towards Native Canadians while only one student cited that he had not changed his 

negative attitude towards Native Canadians at aU Even though the others did not cite an attitude 

change on the questionnaires, teachers believed that most of the students had made some 

movement on the continuwn At the end of it al l  I felt that there was a definite respect there for 

the First Nations that hadnt been there at the beginning of the unit" (Marck Focus Discussion) 

and 

1 think my kids made a lot of saides in tolerance and antibias education 1 reaily do. 

Several of them chose to make their public speaking speeches on antiracist education and 1 

diddt push that. They wanted to talk about that. It becarne redy important to them 

(Darlene, Focus Discussion) 

Most of the midents were in the last two stages of the developmental continuum. They 

were in the phases of po titical correctness or transfer to personal We. This is evident upon 

examining the responses in the student questionnaires. There were four questions on the 

questionnaire. The k t  two questions asked the nidents what they had leamed in the unit. The 

third question asked the students what they believed was the important thing they had learned. 

The largest number of responses found in the questionnaires to the first three questions were 

about bias. respect for Native people, stereotyping, and r a c k  Out of 3 13 responses to the first 

three questions on the student questionnaires, 139 (44%) of the responses cited Native People or 

issues of b& while only 50 (1 6%) of the responses cited historical kwwledge, 68 (22%) 

responses cited general information and 5 1 (16%) responses cited fun or doing art. This shows 

that the students had learned to value this leaming enough to mention it on their questionnaires. 

The examples I gave earlier of -dents transferring these lessons to their personal lives were o d y  

a srnail sampling. Many students made simüar comments on their questionnaires. In fact 73 out of 



123 (59%) midents cited a defite attitude change toward Native people. The tables below show 

a su- of the responses to the student questionnaires for each of the classes. 

Table 2: Darlene's Class 

(14 grade 7 nudent questionnaires completed in a class of 15) 

What They 1 Leamed 

) traditional history 

1 '  (47%) 
Nat ive 
cult urekliefs 
4 (27%) 

doing art 
4 (27%) 

W t  was 
important 

information 
8 (53%) 

High Points 

doing art 
14 (93%) 

viewing art 
2 (13%) 

kno wledge 
2 (13%) 

14 (93%) 
8 (53%) 

1 biack student 
declared that the 

2 (13%) unit had helped 
1 her deal with her 
experiences of 

1 (6%) 1 racial 
discrimination, 
1 Native student 
declared her 
pride at king 
native. 

Table 3: Cvnthia's and Lvdia's Class 

(Lydia was not a member of the focus dixussion) 

(20 grade 7 mident questionnaires completed in a class of 23) 

viewing art 
4 (20%) 

MY What They 1 What Was 
Learned 

traditio nal 

perspective 
2 (10%) 

High Points 
Important 

information 

Attitude Change 
Cited 

18 (90%) doing art 

antibias 
8 (40%) 

1 student cited 
arts as a way of 
knowing. 

antibias 
5 (25%) 

knowledge 
1 (5%) 

love art (a way 
of knowing) 
1 (5%) 



Table 4: Nonna's Class 

(14 completed grade 7 and 8 student questionoaLes in a class of 18) 

Table 5 :  Marv's C h  

(Mary was not a mernber of the focus discussion) 

(16 grade 8 student questionnaires completed Ui a ciass of 23) 

What They 
Learned 

tradit io d 
history 
9 (64%) 

Native 
cultureheliefs 
6 (43%) 

antibias 

What They 
Learned 

What Was 
Important 

information 
8 (57%) 

High Points 

doing art 
7 (50%) 

traditio na1 
history 
12 (75%) 

I antibias 
4 (25%) 
Nat ive 
cuiture/belief% 
4 (25%) 

~ d o i n g  
4 (28%) 

antibias 

What was 
fmrtant l Hi*Points 

MY 

filn 
6 (43%) 

Attitude Change 1 Cited 

Attitude Change 
Cited 

6 (43%) 1 

1 student 
l 
I 

declared her ! 
vie* art 
7 (50%) 

knowledge 

iikes stories 1 1 (6%) 

antibias 
3 (21%) 

negative attitude 
1 16%) 

Native status. 

1 student cited a 
radical change in 
bis Me. I 

7 (44%) 

1 student 
dec lared he r 
Native status. 

* 

information 
9 (56%) 

Mdoing 
6 (38%) 
antibias 
2 (13%) 

viewing art 
9 (56%) 

knowledge 
2 (13%) 
doing art 
1 (6%) 

f'un 
4 (25%) 

easY 
1 (6%) 
antibias 
1 (6%) 



Table 6: Don's Class 

(Don was not a member of tbe focus discussion) 

(19 grade 7 d e n t  questio~aires completed in a class of 25) 

What They 
Leamed 

What Was 1 High Points 1 
hm rtant 

1 

Native 1 information 1 doing art fîln 
i l  (58%) 

dohg Art 
5 (26%) 
antibias 
3 (16%) 
tradit io na1 
history 
2 (11%) 

informtivt: 
2 (11%) 
group work 
2 (11%) 
doing 
2 (11%) 

antiùias 
5 (26%) 
Wdomg 
s (26%) 

Attitude Change Cited 

viewing art 
7 (37%) 
howledge 
r (5%) 
did wt enjoy 
1 (5%) 

1 M e n t  stated that he 
was afiaid at the 
beginning of the unit 
because he was Native 
and he was womed 
about what he would 
learn. 

Table 7: Christine's Class 

(Christine was not a member of the focus discussion) 

(22 grade 7 and 8 questionnaires cornpleted in a class of 25.) 

What They 1 WhatWas 1 High Pomts W ~ Y  ( Attitude Change 
Leamed 

antibias 
18 (82%) 
traditionai history 

Important 
idonnation 
10 (45%) 
antibias 

5 (23%) 
Native art 
4 (18%) 
Native culture and 
beliefk 
3 (14%) 

'7 like art" 1 1 (5%) 

20 (91%) 
viewing art 
1 (5%) 
knowledge 
1 (5%) 
eaîing corn bread 
1 (5%) 

8 (36%) 
Wdoing 
8 (36%) 

1 student cited 
the arts as his 
way of leaming. 

dohg art 
12 (55%) 
dohg 
3(14%) 
antibii 
1 (5%) 
informative 
1 (5%) 

fun 
Cited 

IO (45%) 



Table 8: Bob's Class 

(Bob was not a member of the focus discussion) 

(1 8 grade 7 student questionnaires completed m a class of 20) 

What They 
Learned 

antibias 
3 (72%) 
traditional history 
6 (33%) 
Nat ive 
culturehlie fk 
6 (33%) 
doing Art 
5 (28%) 

Another piece of evidence of increased tolerance occurred in the year following the 

c hallenghg 
1 (5%) 

project. Two new students joined our grade eight class. They both transferred in f?om the sarne 

schooi, a school which has quite a reputation for ditncult students. These two boys ofien made 

racist, se& and classist comments to the other students in the class. Many of the students who 

What Was 
Important 

iaformation 
10 (55%) 
antibias 
6 (33%) 
fua/doing 
5 (28%) 

group work 
1 (5%) 

had participated in the project had no difnculty teiling these boys that their remarks were biased. 1 

heard it often The criticisrn did not affect the attitudes o f  the two boys, however, and they joked 

about it between themselves. 

1 judge, and the focus group judged, that the project was highly successfuL It remaias now 

to discover what contnhuted to its success. 

This chpter centered on the data gathered by the student questionnaim. It desrriid the 

developmental continuum of tolerance and each of the stages of the continuum. There were 

High Points 

doing art 
10 (55%) 
viewing art 
5 (28%) 
antibias 
4 (22%) 

knowledge 
1 (5%) 

MY 

f'un 
S (28%) 
Uiforznative 
3 (16%) 

doing 
2 (11%) 

love art (a 
way of 
knowing) 
2 (1 1%) 

Attitude Change 
C ited 

IO (55%) 

Istudentdeclared 
that the unit had 
helped him in his 
persooal Life. It 
showed him how to 
hade  
discrimination. 



examples of student comrnents for each of the stages. Included were the tables that categorize the 

data fiom the student questionnaires. The data were organized by what snidents lemed, what 

they thought was important, theû personal high points, why they felt it was a high point. and the 

number of attitude changes cited. 



CHAPTER 8 

INTERPRETING SUCCESS: HOMO AESTKETICUS ABID TEACHERS' EXPLANATIONS 

Chapter 8 descnis the teachers' explanations for the success of the curriculum project 

and the contribution of the arts to that success. Their statements. made during the focus 

discussion, are categorized ushg components of Dissanayake's theory of art as a biological need. 

The components are: The Arts Draw You In, The Arts As A Way of Knowing, The Arts As A 

Humanking Process. and The Arts As Emotion Making the link between the student and the 

artkt or culture is a key element of the curriculum project. Included in this chapter is a 

comparison of the classes and teachen involved in the c ~ c u l u m  project. Results of the 

comparison are organized in a graph. 

Banks, writing about teaching students about Native Peoples in the United States says: 

Unlike other ethnic groups . . . school children often study about Amencan Indians and 

Eskimos. However, they mon often learn myths and stereotypes rather than accurate 

information about this nation's first inhabitants . . . We m u t  teach students more accurate 

information about Native Arnericans and help them to view American history fiom an 

Indian point of view. (Banks, 1975. p. 139) 

Even in 1975, Banks had realized that Native peoples were taught as  a histoncal group. not as a 

modem people, not as a people who had made great contributions to the development of the 

United States, but as a people in the pas?, romanticized, who tived in teepees and igloos. who 

hunted buffao. They were ail lumped together as one historical group of people instead of the 

diverse cultures that they are. 

Although the word Indian connotes a stereotypic image m the popular minci, Native 

American peoples were quite diverse, both physidy and culnirally. Their skin colours 



ranged fiom dark brown to white. Their height. hair texture. and facial features a h  varied 

greatly. Native Americans spo ke 2200 different languages. (Banks. 1 975. p. 145) 

Every year in every school across Ontario snidents are king raught about Native people. 

Teachers have been teaching the history and the contriiutions of Native Canadians and Native 

Canadians have been in the news for many years, and yet negative attitudes toward Native 

Canadians aiii exist. The students who participated in our project were in the intermediate 

division. They had participated in at least one theme devoted to Native Canadians during their 

school career. When 1 started the unit in my class 1 began with a brainstorming session. 1 wrote 

the word "Indian" on the board and I asked them to teil me everythmg they thought or knew 

about the topic. 1 wrote ail their responses on the board. They responded with the stereotypical 

comments--"live in wigwams," " reservations." " fish without a license," "tomahawks." "to bacco." 

"medicine man" "take scalps" just to name some of them These students live a few kilometres 

from a very large Mohawk nation and had no idea that the Mohawks live in the twentieth century. 

They had ail the negative stereotypicai ideas that 1 had had thirty years before them They had 

k e n  taught about Native Canadians but things had not changed. 

When the students involved in our project completed the unit. many of them had a 

completely daerent attitude toward the Native Canadians than they had going into the unit. Of ail 

the completed questionnaires only one snident ended the unit stating that his negative attitude 

hadn't changed. It is likely that some students told me what they thought I wanted to hem, but 

judging by the comments on their questionnaires, where no leading questions about changed 

attitudes were asked, many students (59%) cited an attitude change. This was not solicited 

information. 1 accepted any evidence of a change to a positive attitude. Our unit had changed their 



views but we wondered what made our unit different fiom the many other Native Studies units in 

which students participate across this province every year. 

I believe the ditference was the centrai@ of the arts. Other members of the project team 

believe this as well. One teacher descnid this belief during ou. focus discussion when she said. 

The thing is that these topics [antibias education and Native Studies], attempts at these 

goals, have k e n  made through various other means. We always teach Native S tudies. We 

always teach some kind of antibias. some kind of cntical thinking, some kind of critical 

viewing skius. The thing to me was that [in thû project] sornetbing was dserent. 

something was deeper, something was stronger. something was more. They [the students] 

had embraced it as more a pari of them and therefore. because the writing had always been 

part of the cumcuium, the reflection had always k e n  part of the goal. . . the reading has 

always k e n  the projects have dways ken, something was dinerent and the one thing. the 

factor that was diierent here, aside from classes change and classes rnake up themselves. 

was the arts. That was what was different, that had been injected into this c ~ c u l u r n  . . . 

that was perhaps the component that sent it to another level. a deeper level. (Marcia 

Focus Discussion) 

Given the analysis of the success of the project by the project teachers and what they see 

as the contrriution of the arts, it is important to consider the theory of evolutionary biologist, 

Dissanayake. Dissanayake believes that the arts are a hurnan biological need She believes that the 

arts take us to a deeper level of understanding our hurnanity. This understanding stems fkom our 

common human experiences, especially the experiences of passages from beth to death. The arts 

play miportant roles m the ntuals surroundmg these passages. The arts celebrate who we are. If 



we want to be difEerent fiom what we are, we need experiences that touch the roots of who and 

what we are. Participation in the arts touches those roots. 

The teachers involved in the focus discussion were no t fimhr with Dissanayake' s ( 1 992) 

theory of the arts as a biologicd need and yet the language they used to describe the contributhg 

factors to the success of the project was very similar to Dissanayake's language in her book. 

Homo Aestheticus. Therefore, I used four headings fiom Dissanyake's theory to classm data 

segments f?om the focus discussion transcnpts into the following categories: The Arts Draw Y ou 

In The Arts as a Way of Knowing, The Arts as a Hummkhg Process. The Arts as Ernotion. 

The Arts Draw You In 

One of the Grst messages in Dissanayake's book is that the arts rnake one 'Yeel good." S he 

writes: 

Our experiences of the arts, in simple to profound ways, feel good. Aii over the world 

people enjoy making music. singing, dancing. reciting or listening to poetry recited t e h g  

or heariag tales told. performing or watching performances. making beautiful things. and 

H) forth. @issanayake, 1992. p. 24) 

If she is correct. then. we should expect students to express this "feeling good." 

On the student questionnaires, a sigdcant number of the responses used the words "it 

was b." At first I thought perhaps the students lacked the vocabulary to express 'it was fun' in a 

more sophisticated way, but when 1 heard simüar comments fiom teachen and started thinking 

about the two terms ''it was fùn" and "fèeis good," there û r d y  üttle dierence in the meaning 

of the two. The term 'Y'eek good" could encompass many terms, but it seems synonyrnous with Tt 

was fuil" Both express joy. When one has fun one generaUy k l s  good. A meanmg for b t h  fun 

and good in The Concise Mord Dictiomy, 1990, was enjoyable. One meaning for the word 



"feels" in the same dictiooary was 'konsider oneself " The term ''feels good" then can be defined 

as "considering oneself as having fua " 

The terms "feeis g o o d  or %ad fun" were used fkeequently by both the students and the 

teachen in their questionnaires and in the focus discussion. One teacher stated. ''The creative side 

of human beings is the side that d e s  you happy" (Darlene, Focus Discussion). Another teacher 

said, *The teacher oruly enjoyed the area that you [the student] enjoyed" (Noma Focus 

Discussion), while still another said, as she was descniing how the tearn justified to parents ail the 

time spent on the project, "I think it was justified every tirne those kids went home and said. 

'Wow. do you know what we did today? And they were doing that and 1 would talk to parents 

who would be in the school and [they'd say], 'I hear you had these dancen here.' or 'I hear the 

kids have done this and they're having so much fun dohg this'. That's justification. Those kids 

loved king m school" (Cynthia, Focus Discussion). The key words in these statements are fun 

happy, and enjoy, dl of which rnay be found as meanings or synonyms for "fêels good." 

But there is another component of the "feeis good" part. Dissanayake goes on to say. 

"They [the arts] facilitate a mood in which attention is focused, aroused. moved, manipulateci. 

satisfied. Whether as ritual or entertainment, the arts enjoin people to participate, join the flow. 

get in the groove, feel good" (Dissanayake, 1992, p. 24). This "enjoining people to participate" or 

what 1 have chosen to cd "drawing in" was observed ofken during the unit and discwed several 

times m the focus discussion. One teacher d e m k d  her students being drawn in 

I dïd mask making and dancing as a culmination in my class and 1 chose people that 

wanted to do it because 1 was redy under the gun timewise, so it was mody girls that 

volunteered. And then when the boys started to see what the girIs were doing with their 

masks and the t h e  tbat they were putthg Hito it on their own t he ,  at lunch hour or 



whatever, then they felt excluded and they started saying, 'Well, how corne we're not in 

this? 1 said. 'Well, you didn't volunteer.' 'Well. we didn't really know what it was ping to 

be or we would have volunteered', so it becarne almost a preferred activity. (Darlene. 

Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher described the sarne kind of experience with a student that she had 

ehinated f?om the integrated arts activity because of his inappropriate behaviour. 

At ka he didn't care . . . and he'd fall back into his re* biased comrnents and say. This 

is gay!', but by the end he was coming to me and saying, 'WeU. can't 1 be in this? and I'd 

say he was gohg to have to prove that he could behave and M y  he did the lighthting and 

he did a good job of the lighthg for the whole production" (Cynthia, Focus Discussion) 

The "drawing ni1' occurred not oniy with snidents involved in the project but &O the 

audiences. One teacher, whose job it was to edit ail the video tapes we had done and do the 

voice-overs, ran into djfficulties A h  tirne. She had to watch the tape during school tirne to make 

sure that it was done weil but she was teachhg a grade three class in the aftemoons and so they 

had to watch it with her. She descriid this expenence with her grade three class. 

My class had nothing to do with the unit, nothing to do with this work. aside 60m the k t  

they sat, two days before the iast school day, they sat speilbound by this tape that had no 

voices, II hadnt done the voice-overs], no voice, a class of twenty-one grade three-fours, 

sat and listened to the music, and sat in fiont of the television set, spell bound, not hearing 

any voice to descni what the heck was going on. I didn't give them anything. I just said 

this was something, cause we were under great t h e  coastraints, 1 said, gotta see this 

video guys. 1 gotta make sure that it's a quality tape. That was the total instniction for 



viewing and 1 think somewhere in here there's a point to be made by the fact that the- 

wouid do that. (Marcia, Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher descnid a situation where students appeared to be drawn in. 

It was more than that. Do you remember the day that we had the dancers. the Native 

dancers and the kindergarten classes came in. The Kindergarten teacher had come to me 

and said they hadntt k e n  to any of the presentations in the gyrn aii year because of 

[timing]. So we couldn't invite one kindergarten class &out the other and then the grade 

two ciass wanted to come because they had done a unit on First Nations earlier in the year 

and then the grade sixes wanted to come because they wanted to know what it was going 

to be Like in grade seven the next year. So we had d those children plus dl the 

intermediate division students fkom the other two schools and aii of our intermediate 

division as wel. And how long was that presentation? It must have ken  an hou. And 

those kindergartens, they didn't move. Those grade twos, they didn't move. It was. iike 

they were spell bound by the dancers and that music. and let's face it, th& not exactly the 

kind of music our kids are going to go out and buy a tape of and Men to and yet. they 

were redy speIlbound by the music. (Cynthia, Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher, in descniing the experience of watching her d e  students join in with 

the visting dancers, said, 

Tha? was a hi& pomt for me. As a dance teacher, I've been teaching dance ail year and 1 

have had so much reluctance fiom my boys, and they aood up and without fooling around 

and without any kind of need to be cool, they just stood up and danced and 1 was 

astounded. (Dadene, Focus Discussion) 



Another teacher descnbed what happened with other students in the school after her class 

had perfomed O Siem and signed the words as well as singmg the words. 

We went out on yard duty and the linle ones that would corne up and sing the song and 

dancing and signing, I couldn't believe ir. One of the teachen said she wanied to show me 

something so she called six girls over and they did the whole chorus to what we had done 

at the performance and they had all the actions and the words down pat. ( N o m  Focus 

Discussion) 

In our school we have seven portables and we c d  the students in hem "the portable 

people. Two of the teachers descn id  incidents with the "portable people" looking in their 

clasaoom windows. While the midents were practising for their integrated arts presentations. 

"[Tlhe portable people, they'd be standing at the door, looking into our windows of the school 

saying, 'What's going on in there?"' (Norma, Focus Discussion). 

Another teacher descnibing the "portable people" said 

1 had that experience too, with the portable people looking in through our windows while 

we were practising the dances that the kids created for our Sun Dance Festival and then 

the drums were so loud and on one side of the room there'd be kids painting because they 

were doing the scenery, but this dance was taking place m the rniddle of the room and 

these other kids, these grade sixes fiom the portables, were coming up and they were just 

like this, you know, their han& around their eyes lookmg in the windows. What is going 

on in there? It was so neat. (Cynthia, Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher responded with, "Do they do that when you have Math class?" ( N o m  Focus 

Discussion). 



The Arts As A Wav Of Koowine, 

Another aspect of "making special" that permeated the focus discussion was the idea that 

the arts are universal. Dissanayake wrote, " . . . the arts have always k e n  with us" (Dissanayake. 

1992, p. 41)- and "We are all engaged in the universal human predilection for making sense of our 

individual and CO llective expenence" (Dissanayake, 1 992, p. 4). For Dissanayake, making "sense 

of our individual and collective experience" is done through the arts. "Throughout human history 

the arts have arisen as  enhancements. special behaviours shaping and embeliishing the things we 

care about" (Dissanayake, 1992, p. 139). 

There were many comments made by the teachers during the focus discussion that were 

consistent with t h  component of Dissanayake's theory. "Weil, movement to music is univemal. 

Music is universal and movement is universal," (Dadene, Focus Discussion) or "1 wanted them to 

understand that art was unived and had been here since the beginning of human experience" 

(Darlene, Focus Discussion) and "1 think the arts are really important too, because 1 think it's sort 

of a global expenence" (Cynthia, Focus Discussion). 

There were many manifestations of this perceived univerdity of the arts that developed 

during the focus discussion One of these d e s t a t i o n s  was seeing the arts as a way of knowing. 

Given that the arts are a biological need according to Dissanayake, it rnakes sense that some 

people leam through this mode. Eisner (1 985), in his article cailed Aesthetic Modes of ffiowinq 

dexnbed the Unportance of aesthetic understanding in the leamhg and doing of Science and 

other subject areas. Gardner (1983) included cornponents of the arts in àis List of intelligences in 

Frarnes of Mind; B m e r  (1985), d e s c n i  the arts as another mode of thought. 

One of the teachers said, d&g the focus discussion, "Not all my students c m  read weU, 

not al1 cm write welI, but ail can draw pictures. . . and they can all feel comptent, equaUy as 



competent within the arts and therefore. they all become leamers and they aü become producers" 

(Marck. Focus Discussion). Another teacher said. "They [the students] embraced the arts as 

sornething they could do. Some could shine in the arts who may not be able to shine in acadernics. 

They became cornfortable with. . . king oneself" ( N o m  Focus Discussion). 

Comments fiom students ranged fiom, "The thing 1 enjoyed most about this unit was the 

art work. 1 liked it because I love art" (Student Questionnaire), and "It [the arts presentation] w2s 

a c t d y  fun 1 would have rather done that than read a history book" (Student Questionnaire). 

This student saw the hours of very hard work on the arts presentation, for which he had to l e m  

history, write script, edit and revise his writing, make decisions about which music was needed for 

which scene. and work cooperatively with a tearn of other students. as fun. Many of the audents 

adrnitted to loving the arts. I thmk this is as close as an intermeGiate division student can come to 

identifyiiig a way of leaming. 

The Arts As A HwnaniPn~. Process 

Another manifestation of the universality of the arts was named a "humanking process" by 

one of the teachers and in this process the teacher changed or more specificaily her role changed. 

The dominance of the arts Ïn the project meant that the teacher was ofien in the sarne position as 

the students-the teacher became the learner. One teac her descriid this expenence: 

Quite O fien with other things we teach, they [the students] see you as the expert. You're 

the teacher. You're the one at the board sayhg this is how to do it, you know. this is the 

right answer. But when 1 do art with my kids, I'm quite ofken not as good as they are in 

particular thmgs, and it doesn't hold me back, and they see me as a learner too. you know. 

We had someone teach us water colour painting, we had someow come and teach us oil 

pastel and I would just sit down and make a picture like the kids were making a picture 



and have fun and be happy creating and they couid see me in a dflerent Light. And when 

we did our Fust Nations dance. I didn't know any Fim Nations steps until we got to see 

the Mohawk dancers and 1 said to the kids, 'you watch and figure out what they're dohg 

because we have to incorporate t h . '  And they reaily did. They did make their O wn dance. 

1 gave them aories to start Eom and 1 made constructive suggestions but they made it. 

theù own dance. It was theirs and I was a lemer too. (Darlene, Focus Discussion) 

Another member of the focus group pointed out that. "The teacher took on a broader 

definition" (Marck Focus Discussion). She felt that the artists who came into our classes became 

teachers as weli. In our project the teacher became a leamer-coach and the learning process 

became dynarnic with everyone participating. Students became teachers. and artists in the 

cornmunity became teachers. "There's something we can all do. sornething we all have a common 

interest in" ( N o m  Focus Discussion). 

The Mohawk dancers were obviously a highlight for all the members of the group because 

much of the discussion centered around their visit. One teacher said that it was excithg to see 

ano ther teacher get up and dance with the First Nations dancers. She said. " When you go t up to 

dance, I was sitting there. hesitant, because 1 wanted to but itls just that I'm not [able] to get up in 

fkont of a group like that but 1 thought it was just fantastic when you got up" ( N o m  Focus 

Discussion). The other teacher responded mi&, "Weli the arts are a h u . g  process" 

(Darlene, Focus Discussion). 

The humaninng aspect was seen as well in comments about the khd of programming that 

we did. "There's so much thatrs mandated for us to do tbat you can't really buy into. It's really nice 

when p u  c m  buy hto somethmg with your teaching heart and you thmk this is imporiaat workn 

(Darlene, Focus Discussion). 



Another teacher responded to this wîth, "And the kids say it too. They know. They love 

the real-life miff and this for them is rd-life stu£f" (Marcia, Focus Discussion). This same teac her 

stated, when she was comrnenting on the success of the project, "But it was the arts that glued it 

aii together and humanized it" (Marcia, Teacher Questionnaire). Still another teacher said "Not 

only did the arts dow the child to leam about themselves but they could see the teacher as a 

learner too. It's an authentic form of leaming" (Cynthia. Focus Discussion). 

The Role Of The Teacher 

An idea that kept cropping up throughout the focus discussion that 1 believe rnay be 

iduenced to some extent by the changing role of the teacher within the arts, is the idea that the 

arts teach skills that other subjects do not teach as successfidiy. One teacher said: 

The thing 1 think is really important about the arts is that . . . what business and industry 

are looking for, kids are not necessarily going to learn &om specializing in the sciences or 

computer studies. They want people that are divergent thinken. They want people that 

are pro blem-solvers. They want people that are extremely creative because those are the 

people that are go& to save us . . . and it's art that teaches those skills. It's not a Ml. It's 

a r e d y  important life skiU that you get fiom thinking in an artistic way. (Darlene, Focus 

Discussion) 

Science and computer studies attempt to teach the same critical thmkmg and 

problem-sohg skills tbat the arts do, but there is something difZerent about teaching through the 

arts. The average ciassroom teacher is often not that cornfortable with the doing of the arts but 

has leamed that t is a way of grabbing student interest so, therefore. uses them. It is one of the 

program areas where teachers feel "ok" about saying, "1 don't know." Unlike Science or Math 



they do not feel that they have to be experts in art. They cm fall into leamhg with the students. of 

letting the students teach the sküls. 

When asked about her use of the arts in the ciassroom one teacher said: 

You know what. It's because it works. It's Like one of those tricks of the trade.You get 

good at what you h d  out works in the classroorn and 1 didn't used to be particularly good 

at drawing either. It was not my metier, but the kids love it and now I do it pretty weU 

because 1 decided it was somethhg 1 needed to know how to do better because it works. 

You need to get the Mthat'l l  grab them That's your job. (Darlene, Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher added to this idea by saying, 

1 would say 1 feel cornfortable using the arts. I'rn not sure 1 always did. In kct. I rernember 

back to when I £ht started teaching, I was te&d of having to do visual arts. 1 had no 

idea what to do. What I've discovered over the years [is that] kids have the knowiedge. 

(C ynthkq Focus Discussion) 

Becaw the "kids have the knowledge" they can be put in the position of having to teach 

the sMls to the other students and sometimes to the teacher. They can also be told by the teacher. 

"1 don't know how to do this. How c m  we solve the problem?" In this situation students are really 

learning problem-solving skiUs in an authentic context. It is not a contrived situation as it often 

appears for problems in rnany science and math textbooks. This kind of leaniing cm be done 

through the arts for two reasons: 

1. Most students love to do the arts. No one has to force students to do them They 

genuiwly want to solve the pro blems presented m arts classes. 



2. Teachers do not u s d y  have the preconceived idea of a nght way to solve the 

pro blems that face one in the arts. It is very easy for the teacher to see that there are many 

ways of solving an arts problem. 

This happens because, generally, people do aot place a high value on achievement in the arts Ui 

elementary school. Parents, teachers, administraton, -dents=-none of these people are terribly 

concerned about marks in the arts. Marks in the arts are unially given for effort and enthusiasm 

rather than achievement. 

The Arts As Emotion 

The universalty of the arts as a human bebaviour enabled the teachen to see the arts as 

something that changes people, and something that is meanin@. When they discussed the 

project as being something that "you can buy into with your teaching heari" or "real-life stuff' 

they were not only tailring about the arts. They were a b  talking about the study of the Native 

Peoples' culture. However, 1 have never heard Native Studies units descriid this way before. 1 

believed it was the arts that brought it to this leve1. The teachers were moved by the unit in ways 

that they were never moved before by Native Studies units. There were more than 80 yean of 

teaching experience shared among the five teachers in the focus discussion and in al1 that 

experience there had ken at least six Native Studies nits  per teacher, done with classes in the 

pst. "Something was different and the one thing, the Etctor that 1 can get that was ditferent here 

was the arts . . . that was perhaps the component that sent it to another level a deeper level" 

(Marcia, Focus Discwion). 

The use of the term "deeper level" implies an emotional component. In the movie, 

Moonstnick, k t e d  by Nomian Jewison, Lotet@ the heroine, is taiked into attendmg an opera 

something that she really is not interested m do*. She is so overcome by the beauty of the music 



and the singing that she beguls to cry during the performance. Similarly. during the inteptrd arts 

presentation of the project. 1 noticed adults in the audience weeping as two grade eight girls 

performed Two Wornen, a drarnatic reading of a poem for two voices. In particular 1 saw one of 

the primary teachers weeping opedy during much of the performance. 

Dissanayake wote  at great length about the emotionai component of participating in the 

arts. She believed that this strong emotiod component is a n a d y  occurring phenomenon that 

arises fkom the "feeis good" component of the arts. She also believed that the strong emotion was 

essential to our state of king. She said, 

If somethiog, in this case. the arts, fiels (emotionally) strongly pleasurable and compehg 

and thus is valued, this feeling state suggests that it must in some way contniute positively 

to biological SUfVival. For one of the ways in which nature has ennired that we do the 

things that are essentid for survival is to make them feel good (Dissanayake, 1992. p. 3 1 ). 

Jacques Barnui said in, The Use And Abuse of Art, 

The experience of great art disturbs one üke a deep anxiety for another. like a near-escape 

fkom deatk like a long anaesthesia for wgery: it is a massive blow ffom which one 

recovers slowly and which Ieaves one changed in ways that only gradually corne to light. 

(Barzun, 1974, as quoted by Dissanayake. 1992, p. 25) 

DurUig the focus discussion many references were made to a strong emotional component 

of the project or things that "moved" them. One of the teachers said, "And 1 always think they 

won't remember a lot of the &y to day stuff. They just won?, but they will remember thmgs that 

moved them" (Dadene, Focus Disfussion). 



Another teacher said. 

We ended our presentation with every kid singing, We Are The World. We had them ail 

together and 1 almost cned. I was piaying the piano and I had a hard tirne keeping the 

tears out of rny eyes and seeing the music because the feeling that they had in that song. 

You knew something had happened with these kids, surnething that had never happened 

be fore. (C ynthia Focus Discussion) 

Some aspects of universality of the arts gave sorne students new courage. The student 

who signed the sung, We Are The World, in fiont of the whole school had never used her sign 

language before at school. She was deaf but had learned to read Lips and with the help of a hearing 

aid managed to get enough of what was king said so that she could keep up with the rest of the 

class quite well. She had already learned to speak before she became deaf, so while her speaking 

was a linle ditFcult to understand, she could communicate quite weli with fiiends and teachers. 

She had beea however, very uncornfortable about signing in front of other -dents. The antibias 

section of the unit had helped her to some extent but when we began to learn about the Native 

Culture through their stories and arts, and about the inclusive attitude of the people. she began to 

feel much more cornfortable with signing. When the tirne came for her class to organize a 

performance for the culmination of the project, she took a leading role. Her teacher told me 

(Personal Journal) that this student had chosen the song, O Siern: We Are AU Familx She had 

identified with the message of the song. It had also been her idea to incorporate her signing into 

the performance. She taught another student in the class to sign as  well and they both did the 

signiag while the test of the class sang and danced. The dance, however. incorporated many of the 

big arm movements of the signbg. Her teachers tell it this way: 



When we did this [the dance to O Sieml we did movements to it in a halfcircle and we 

had eight girls in the fiont part and we had two people, one that is hearing impaired. and 

she signed the chorus . . . which was wonderfûl because another teacher told me. who had 

this kid in her class a couple of years ago, she said that she would never sign. ever in &ont 

of the kids. She didn't want them to see her sign. that it set her apart fiom the reg of them 

( N o m  Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher said, The was being henelt That was her. Her mother was very pleased. She 

didn't realize that she would do this out in fiont of people" (Cynthia, Focus Discussion). 

The strong emotion that she felt fiom the Inuit music drew her into the activity. helping 

this student become a part of the group with her mask gone. She was able to say. "This is who I 

am and I am worthy." 

Other examples of this kind of acceptance of seif'that appeared to corne out of the arts 

experiences both with the First Nations artists and the creating of the arts presentations came 

fkom another teacher. 

A high point was seing my one First Nations male mident take another boy, a real jock 

by the hand and get up and dance with the Quinte Mohawk dancers. The two boys had not 

shown a big interest in dance as part of regular classes but because this was special, was 

part of the boy's cultural heritage, they danced. None of the other boys laughed either. It 

was quite wonderhl to see. (Dadene, Focus Discussion) 

Another high point was seemg the one bhck girl in my class able to talk about her feelings 

about king black and king mpported by other students in the class. Also the one heavy 

. . .  
girl able to understand that discnmmation based on stereotypical ideas of "beauty" was a 

. . .  forrn of discnmtnation. too. (Teacher Questionnaire) 



Makina The Link 

One of the most important aspects of the universality of the arts, that came from the focus 

discussion was the idea that the arts transcend language and. in so doing, they b ~ g  people 

together. "We have so many thlligs in our curriculum and in our lives that separate us. Language 

separates us. Religion separates us. Culture separates us" (Marcia, Focus Discussion). That same 

teacher, when descniing a hypothetical cocktd party where she might rneet a person who spoke 

no English, said 

The Spanish person and I wodd be very gracious to each other and we wodd want to 

communicate but I would eventually drift back to my own language group. If we 

communicate through picnires, 1 wouldn't have to. The pictures transcend. It's a 

cornmunication of humans that tmnscends the kind of communications we have created as 

human b e h s  for various reasons. to separate us. (Marcia, Focus Discussion) 

This is an example of what McLeod (1994). refers to as "Contact Theory". "Bringing people into 

contact was developed many years ago as an experiential way of breaking down barriers and 

developing relations" (McLeod, 1994, p. 18). The success of the contact is dependent upon the 

people king of equal statu, havhg a cornmon goal, and enjoying the situation 

Dissanayake wrote at great length about language in relation to the arts. She said that 

humans had ody had a -en language for a very small percentage of our existence. The concept 

of "universai iiteracyn ody emerged in the last halfof the nineteenth century (Olson 1994). Up 

until reading and wnting becarne the yardstick by which we measure a culture, the arts were in the 

forefiont for all cultures. They were a major mode of cornunication. Egyptian and Mayan 

hieroglyphics were both "language" and "art"; medieval manuscripts were ilIUmmated. 



The idea that the arts transcend language was due to both the univenality of human 

experience and human symbols. Not ody do the arts bring participants togeâher but they bring the 

artist and viewer together, as weil. In Dissanayake's estimation the artist and the viewer do not 

have to be in this relationsbip in the same time, space, culture or language. In her discussion of 

this aspect of the universaiity of the arts she mentioned another theory. 

Richard Woliheim, in his book, Painting As An Art ( 1983, suggests that painter and 

viewer share certain native perceptuai capacities that are part of a unûorm humui nature. 

and that therefore during an aesthetic experience the perceiver actually reenacts part of the 

artist's percepnial experîence. (Dissanayake. 1992. p. 5) 

Dissanayake believed that the viewer was integral to the art. She wrote about ari almoa 

symbiotic relationship between artist and viewer. 

The performance of a play, a dance, or a musical composition manipulates the audience's 

response: expands, contracts, excites, calms. releases. nie rhythm and form of a poem do 

the same thing. Even nontemporal arts, like painting, sculpture. and architecture structure 

the viewer's response and give a fom to feeling. (Dissanayake, 1992. p. 46) 

In this view, the arts were active, reaching out to the viewer over the. space. culture. and 

ianguage. The viewer was active as weiL king drawn into the art and therefore. drawn into the 

t h  space, culture or language. The viewer codd join. The arts became the entry to the the. 

space, cuiture, or language of the artist and the viewer codd experience each. Dissanayake 

d e x n i d  the actions of the arts m this reciprocal relatiooship. 

Thus works of art, because they are cultural products, fûnction Iike texts in that they 

require the active response of viewers who, iike readers, must fill in, add to. build upon 

suggestive elemenîs, supply extraneou historical, personal. and social references rather 



than, as in old-fashioned modemimi or in non-literate societies. transport themselves to 

the speciai world and t h e  of the artin's original production or of the work's being. 

(Dissanayake, 1992, p. 209) 

This idea surfaced many t h e s  in the focus discussion, specificaily in the teachers' personal 

lives. One teacher told of attending her brother's wedding. He was marrying a woman kom a 

completely different culture. The teacher and her M y  had to travel to another city to attend this 

wedding and meet the bride's family, who spoke very iittle English. 

My brother married a Slovak, into the Slovakian comrnunity and this is in the heart of 

Montreai where the language, I mean uncles and aunts, speak Slovak. That's ail they speak 

because they cm sunive and iive w i t h  their comrnunity in Montreal speaking. 

rnaintaining the traditions of Slovakia. When my brother's weddig occuned, my Fdmiy 

[was] gniciously tense because they wanted to approach [the bride's family] but they were 

unsure about how they were going to be able to do that. Speeches were kept to a 

minimum and music was played all the t h e  and they danced and sang. They had it in the 

church and the church was fidl of the icons of the Slovakian Cathoiic Church and my 

family had a wonderful time as they danced with other members of the f d y .  They didn't 

have to talc, they danced. And when 1 continued to try to feel close to my sister-in-law. it 

was interesthg in what she had us do. At first we were saying we were always going to 

ber place for Christmas, we're always going to her place for ThanksgiWig and what it was, 

she was instilling u s  with icons and pictures and sounds and foods of her culture. She 

didn't ~ i y  to say, 'Here, read this book on Slovakia' (Marcia, Focus Discussion) 

In this situation the arts traascended the language and culturd Mers ancl, in so doing, 

brought people together. The arts provided an entry into a culture. The arts made the link Once a 



person has attended an event, such as the one described above, danced with the family members. 

and enjoyed their songs and images that adomed the church the penon would have to have a 

good feeling about that culture. Participating in the arts rnakes you "feel good." The feeling good 

and strong emotion that the arts evoke help create the W. 

Another teacher tells about a similar situation: 

I taught English as a second language a couple of years ago in Toronto in the summer to 

young adults from Mexico, Japan, and Iîaly, but primarily Japan. And at the end of the 

program they had a get together to say good-bye in the evening. You know the bpanese 

couldn't really commUNcate well with the Itaiians who coulddt redy  comrnunicate well 

with the Canadians and the Mexicans, but we'd ail k e n  midying together for a month. 

The Japanese people ail give gas. That's redy pari of what they do and they had all 

brought things to give. They had brought origami paper and they sat down at this table 

and just started folding and teaching people how to fold and it ended up k ing  more fun. 

And then the Mexicans got up on the table and started to dance, teaching people how to 

dance and we had the b a t  tirne. We had a wonderfil tirne and there was very Little 

language actually. (Darlene. Focus Discussion) 

in this story too, the arts offered an entry into culture. The arts made the link with the 

other person. culture, language, t h e  or space. It was the "drawing mH aspect of the arts that 

caused the viewer to become a spectator, that reciprocal relationship between the artkt and the 

viewer. 

There was one more experience that illustrates this reiationship weli. 

When 1 took the principal's course, we went to a Pow Wow. It was quite astonishing and 

a lot of people got up and danced. You couldn't help it actuaiiy. Once you get the people 



on the floor with the drums and it was in the schoolgym so. p i r e  on the bleachers and 

you're watchùig the drums and you're watching the dance go round and round and 

anybody can join in. 1 couidnt help it. 1 got up. (Darlene. Focus Discussion) 

Even the words that this teacher used reûiforced the idea that the action of the arts was 

expecting, demanding some kind of physicai response fiom her. She was drawn into the dance by 

her personal response to the music and the movement. Here too, the arts made the link between 

one culture and another, between one person and another. 

niis link was the decisive part of the project according to the teachers involved in the 

focus group. The link which offered an entry into culture was the pivotai experience for ou. 

midents to experience success, in moving dong the continuum of the stages of development of 

tolenince of Fust Nations People. 

While descniing an archaeology unit that she did with her students. one teacher expuplained 

to another teacher the importance of the W. 

Last year, when we did our archaeology unit and 1 showed slides of cave paintings. they 

were very powemil becaw we'd done the aory of Sir Edgar Evans . . . and we'd done the 

aory of the people who made that W [ c a v e  paintings] and the nory of how humankind 

makes art and that we've always had art from the very beginning. And that's what cave 

paintings are and that's what story t e h g  is. So they made that comection and when they 

did their little cave paintings. their Linle acryüc paintings with bones and toothpicks. that 

was meaningf'ul because in their heads, there  as a comection. (Darlene, Focus 

Discussion) 



The other teacher commented, "And they were foilowing ano ther person who bleeds and 

breathes and eats and has troubles and has familes and all those other things" (Marck Focus 

D kussion). 

The kst teacher continued, "You always have to corne back to the person. The art is 

bound up, for me, with the creator" (Darlene, Focus Discussion). 

The feeling of aii the memben of the focus discussion group very strongiy supported the 

arts having made the link between our children and the First Nations people. but there was some 

discussion as to whether the artists were necessary. One of the ideas put forth by one teacher was 

that the art on its own couid have made the hk, explaining that she had taken her class to the 

Royal Ontario Museum to see the cultural artitàcts of a group of people and that these artiFacts 

had acted as the Link. Another teacher explained her point of view. 

But you tried in some concrete form, in whatever way you could, to take a step closer to 

the human king that did these thmgs [the artifacts]. In this project. there is no doubt in 

my mind [that] the vehicle we used, which is the only distinctive ciifference that we made. 

was the arts-that it made a tremendous dxerence to the leaniing, but I'm &O saying that 

you cantt extract that human component we made. Yes. the project was tremendously 

successfbi in reaching its goals and the arts was the vehicle in my mind. that made that 

comection. But we took it a step further, higher, deeper for those students . . . 1 think the 

component that did that was the artists who came . . . It is when getting cioser to the 

human being that it will be beüevable, that it wül be embraced. (Marcia, Focus Discussion) 

Another teacher said, The link came through his First Nations artist] sharing of his art 

with us" (Cynthia, Focus Discussion). The word sharmg, in this teacher's comment, set oEa new 

idea and stimulated an interesting question fiom the fàcilitator: 



1s it possible that not only bringing the snident closer or a penon closer to the nory itself 

or to the storyteller, but &O that the IEk is made because they actually made art 

themselves? They can't make that link unless the y connect it to so mething persona1 in rheir 

own space. (Lori, Focus Discussion) 

The iink came Eom not ody the viewing but also fiom doing the art. The combination was 

critical for the success of the project. Students were drawn into the arts of the FKn Nations 

culture for al1 the reasons that Dissanayake said people should be drawn into the arts. But when 

they were drawn in, they participated in the art. They dance& they sang, they painted they 

cooked, they crafied, and they told stories. The dohg had to be part of the equation. 

Not only did they see the art, they did the art, they did it with the person who did the art 

. . . and each t h e  you get closer and closer to the human king . . . 1 think that is the 

comection which makes leanillig vital. not vital as critical but vital as  in iiWig. Leamhg is 

a Living organism It is an expression of understanding of living organimis. What this 

project did is that it brought them closer together with human beings and the arts was the 

vehicle to do that. (Marcia, Focus Discussion) 

The entry into culture was the point at which students began to develop tolerance for the 

First Nations People. To achieve that entry into culture a link had to be made with the Fim 

Nations people. 1 believe tbat the link was the critical point, the point at which students began to 

question thei. old beliefs and attitudes and begin to admire and respect a people whose traditions 

and beliefi were so rich. The iink was made most strongly by combining viewing the arts with 

doing the arts. This is shown in the clifferences among the nurnber of student-cited attitude 

changes in each class. 



The Student Ouestionnaires 

There were eight classes involved m this project. The students in ail eight classes had the 

opportunity to patticipate in the arts. They aU had oppominities to view the arts shared by the 

First Nations artists. The classes differed in the amount of viewing and do h g  that they did. 

however. Not all of the teachers tackled the unit with the same enthuskm or cornmitment. Two 

teachers believed that the arts were not reaily important and Eequently asked when they would 

have time to do the "real teaching." There were dEerent c o d o n  Ievels with the arts among the 

teachers. Two of  them felt very cornfortable and therefore, were able to teach the required arts 

lessons to the students. Two teachers felt very little c o d o n  with the arts and so they avoided the 

components of the arts lessons they were to teack Ali of the students received some of the 

prognimming. The visits by the Native artists were experienced by a l l  of the students. 

Questionnaires were completed by the students in seven of the eight classes. The data 

coilected in these questionnaires is enüghtening in relation to the success of the unit. which 1 

discwed earlier, and in the role of the arts in the project. They also shed some light on the idea 

that the link is made by a combination of viewing and doing. 

As I adyzed the data fiom the student questionnaires. I found only one student who 

stated that he had made no change in his attitude toward Firn Nations People. This particular 

student had a very negative attitude particularly toward things that I was teaching. He and I had a 

history of diculties throughout the year. Other s t u d e n ~  however, reported to having made 

some change m their attitude towards First Nations People and many of the responses were 

strongly in hvour of the unit. There were Merences fiom class to class in what the students feh 

they had learned, what they believed to be important about the unit, and their reported persona1 

high points. Some of the teachers were traditional in their approach to teaching a cultural unit. 



that is, they relied heavily on history textbooks, had their students copy notes fiom the board 

assigned individual assignments, and had their students participate in the arts activities that were 

provided for them by the Learning Resource Teachers-the Native Dancers. the Drearn Catcher 

activity. the Story Teller, Al Brant, and the fiaal arts presentation for all the students. The 

teachers of these classes often made remarks iike, "With ail this art stuff we don? have tims for 

the important work." The "important work" for them, was several pages in the math textboo k 

and some weekiy spelling lessons fiom the speller. These two teachers' attitudes toward the 

project were ofien one of annoyance and u s d y  negative. The data fkom students in these classes. 

however, generally showed that while they believed what they had learned in the unit was 

traditional hinoncal information, and what they believed to be important about the unit was the 

antibias education, the hidents' personal high points were either viewing or doing the arts. 

The data fiom these seven ciasses is summarized in Tables 2 to 8 in chapter 7. Each table 

begins with a statement of the grade. the number of questionnaires received and the number of 

students in the class. The tables summarize the students' responses to the questions and descni 

additional information that was given on the questionnaires. The number of students who cited an 

attitude change is included for each c h .  

A large number of students cited a definite attitude change toward First Nations People 

(59%). Even with the negative or indifferent attitude of some teachen, the power of participating 

in the viewing of the arts when the First Nations artists visited was strong. The ihk had k e n  

made for many of the students in these classes. The most powerful descriptions of high points 

were of Iistening to the storyteller, dancing with the First Nations People, and making the dream 

catchea. Ln each case the students were engaged in the actMty with a First Nations artist. The 

students who identîfied a d e m e  attitude change toward Fint Nations People were also the 



students whose hi& point was either viewing or doing the arts. One of the responses by a audent 

as he descnkd his high point, which was fistening to Al Brant tell the creation story. was. "1 love 

to hem stones" (Student Questio~ake). The high point for many of the students in these classes 

was performing in the final presentation 

Two classes (see Tables 2 and 3 in chapter 7) were actively involved in both viewing and 

doing art throughout the unit. These students participated in ail the activities with the First 

Nations artists but beyond that, they were heavily involved in studying and reproducing Native 

arts in their classrooms. They made totem poles, masks, copied modem Native art. created dances 

to go with Native myths, wrote poems and stories about Native life, dramatized stories. listened 

to Native music, and compared it to other kinds of music. These students were immersed in First 

Nations Culture in their classrooms for over two months. These students believed that they had 

leamed equally about traditional historicai mformat ion. and antibias education. Most audents 

cited "doing art" as the high point of the unit. There was a large portion of students in these two 

classes who cited an attitude change toward First Nations People (93% in table 2 and 90% in 

table 3). The majority of these students had made the link that gave them an entry to culture. This 

is clear evidence that the key to using the arts to successfbiiy change attitudes in students consists 

of two components-bth viewing art and doing art. The two components together are a powerful 

combination. "This is what should be meant when we say that via art, experience is heightened. 

elevated, made more mernorable and significantn (Dissanayake, 1992, p. 224). Examples of 

comments Eom mdents in these classes that show an attitude change are: 

pefore this unit] 1 d y  did not feel anything about Fim Nations People, but now 1 feel 1 

am one of them. (Student Questionnaire); The thmg 1 most enjoyed about this unit was 1 

leamed more about my culturr. 1 can now hold rny head up hi& and say T m  proud to be 



who I am--an Iroquoian' (Student Questionnaire); At the beeinning of this unit I thought 

that their [Fint Nations People] culture is just chanthg and m a h g  weird noises. Now I 

know that they [First Nations People] are a lot more than that. (Student Questionnaire): 

Students should do this unit because there a lot of racists in this world and if people learn 

about it, racism will be cut down in schools. (Student Questionnaire); [Before 1 

participated in this unit 1 felt] that Natives were ditrerent than other people but now 1 rM 

that they are the same people like us. (Student Questionnaire); [Before 1 participated in 

this unit I felt] that the Indians were nobodies, t h ' s  how 1 felt. But now i feel that they 

are the same as us. (Student Questionnaire); [Before I participated in this unit 1 felt] 

Natives got everything they wanted and had it easy, but now I h o w  they have it hard just 

like we do. (Student Questionnaire) 

The teacher of class #2 used the arts a great deal in her teaching aithough she did not 

specifically use them as a vehicle for leaniing. She used them as an enhancement to her program. 

She was also heavüy involved in antiracist education This unit would have fit in with her style of 

teaching. This class was a split grade 6/7 class and she only gave the questioMaires to her grade 7 

-dents. Fifteen students m her class complered the questionnaire and 14 cited a de f i t e  attitude 

change. This group had two interesting cases. One bhck student in the class comrnented on the 

difnculties of king different and how the antibias education had helped her talk to her classrnates 

about this. She to ld them she wanted to be white. Another student in the class was Native and 

made a personal discovery of her own culture. T m  proud to be who I m a n  Iroquoian" was a 

statement on her questionnaire. 

Class #3 had two teachers. One of the teachers was me. 1 was responsïble for teaching 

math and the arts to these students. The other teacher had been away fkom tex- for many 



years and had just retumed to the profession. She was very traditional in her approach although 

she loved visual arts and had the students use art to enhance their work. She tau@ the Native 

Studies section in a very traditionai historical way. She tried to do the antibias work but found it 

difficult. 1 did most of the antibias activities. Out of 23 students 20 cited a definite attitude 

change. 

The teacher of class #4 was a very traditional teacher and fieely admitted it. (See table 4. 

chapter 7.) She reiied heavily on text books and packaged programs üke spehg  texts and 

teacher's guides. This unit was dficuit for her to do. She had trouble giving up the "real leamùig" 

to take on this kind of work. 1 suspect that she did few of the arts activities with her class other 

than music. Her strength lies there. She embraced the unit by the end of it, however. and I believe 

it gave her a new perspective on cumculum 1 do know that history was taught in a very 

traditional manner. She made use of newpapers, magazines. and television news to help students 

learn about Natives in today's Canada Her ciass received the arts that were presented to all the 

classes: Al Brant, the dancers, dream catchen, and the final presentation. 

Fourteen midents completed the questionnaire and six (43%) noted a change in attitude. 

One student noted a significant change in attitude. One student c b d  to be Native which was 

news to everyone at the school. 

The teacher of ciass #5 was very traditionai, in her retirement year, and definitely not 

interesteci m leaming or trying anything new. (See table 5 in chapter 7.) Her approach to teachmg 

content was Iockstep-read this chapter, copy notes fiom the board. 1 know that the students 

created the quilt, played RafSWi, and that the only other components they participated in were 

the presentations by the Native artists and sÎnging with the other classes in the nnal performance. 

There was an interesting resuit m this class. One student who declared her Native status. made 



positive discovenes about her culture. She commented on the importance of th&. Her declararion 

was a courageous act on her part. She was one of the popular girls in grade 8. good at sports. 

pretty, good student, the right fi-iends, and she was able to admit to king a member of the group 

that had always k e n  discriminated against. There were 7 (44%) attitude changes cited in this 

class out of 16 questionnaires that were completed. 

The teacher of c k s  #6 was a ver- traditionai intemediate teacher. (See table 6 in chapter 

7.) On several occasions throughout the unit he told me "art is just so rnuch flufK" and yet 1 know 

he did his best to foilow the program with the rest of the teachen. His program was strong on 

visual arts and weak in the other arts areas. He kept wonying that his students were going to get 

khïnd in other subject areas. There were two questionnaires that stood out fiom the others. One 

student admitted to king scared at the beginning of the unit because he was Native but reiieved 

when he didn't leam anythmg bad about Native people. One student didn't enjoy the unit at d. 

There were 8 attitude changes cited out of the 19 questionnaires that were completed (42%). 

The teacher of class #7 was a traditional teacher. (See table 7 in chapter 7.) She tended to 

make use of tea  books and notes eom the board for the most part. This unit was ditFcult for her 

but she made a grand effort. She worked closely with the teacher of class #2 and received support 

fiom her. One student in this class said, "1 Like art" when explahhg why the art activities were his 

high point. It sounded like his way of knowing. Twenty-two questionnaires were completed in 

this ciass and 10 -dents cited deme attitude changes (45%). 

The teacher of c k s  #8 (see Tabk 8) was judged to be a traditional teacher but aise one 

who follows the school plan. Since his L e h g  Resource Teacher had said the whole team would 

be involved m the unit, he wodd have done his best to make sure that he participated M y .  Hk 

students responded with tmditional history and antiilsis education when asked w k t  they had 



leamed. The high point for most of his students was "dohg art". This class, however. did oniy the 

requked arts lessons with the First Nations artists. The teacher did not do the other arts activities 

where he would have had to be in the lead. The teacher's attitude was positive. however. 

throughout the entire unit. He was the one who found the Native artist to teach the students how 

to make dream catchen. Ten out of 18 (55%) students cited a change in attitude to wards First 

Nations People. Table 8 shows the results fiom his students' questionnaires. The fïrst coluxnn 

contains the number of responses and what his students identified as what they had learned during 

the unit. The second column shows what the students identified as king important to learn. The 

third column records what the students identified as personal high points in the unit and the fourth 

column shows what the students identified as the reason for the high point. The Mh column 

reports the number of students who claimed an aaitude change toward Native People. Since no 

question was specificdy asked of the students about attitude change. 1 accepted any response 

reflecting attitude change on the questionnaires. Some examples fiom this class are: 

Before 1 participated in this unit 1 felt that it didn't matter whether you k d t  someone or 

not. 1 didn't know about stereotyping, and t didn't care about first Nations People. but 

now 1 feel that they deserve just as much respect as we do and we should give it to them 

(Student Questionnaire); Before I participated in this unit I felt intirnidated by Fint 

Nations People but now 1 feel that they are very much the same as you or 1. (Student 

Questionnaire); M e r  participating in this unit 1 feel more cornfortable with their [Fust 

Nations People] cultural heritage. unit] teaches children to respect other races and 

that it is okay to be &ends with people fiom another race. (Student Questionnaire) 



Figure 2 descnïbes the cornparison of the classes and the number of student-cited attitude 

changes. Classes #2 and #3 are the classes that participated in all the arts activities. both viewing 

and doing. These classes have the highea percentages of student-cited attitude changes. 

F i w e  2 

A Com~arison of Student-Cited Changes of Attitudes 

t 

Class #2 Class #4 
Class #3 Class #S Class #7 

Participating Classes 

When 1 descnid Dissanayake's theory eariier in my thesis. 1 descnïd a recurrent theme 

ninning through her book, that in the modem western world, we have denied the importance the 

arts play in our lives. S he believes that this bas crippled our society. The human search for 

meaning bas become grounded m thmgs detrimental to our Society. There is, however, a 

movement among the people of the western world to search for and glom symbols and artworks 

fkom much earlier cultures. People need the aesthetic. 1 stated that this may have a strong message 

for t eachers. 



The project showed how strong a motivation the arts were for intemediate division 

students. We participated in the unit for more than two months and their enthusiasm was as 

strong at the end of the unit as it had k e n  at the beginning. In fact, for rnany students. the 

enthusiasm grew throughout the unit. Another aspect of student bebaviour and attitude that 

developed during the unit was a strong respect for Native culture. For some students. however. 

the respect was on a much deeper level than for others. 

I watched some male students in the grade eight class making their power stones. These 

were srnd stones on which midents had drawn a symbol that they believed wouid endow them 

with a specific quaIity. The power stones originated with West Coast Native People and one class 

had Iearned the story and painted their own Stones using their own symbols. These students 

believed in the power of these stones. They camed them in their pockets or in a linle bag around 

their necks and they expected the stones to give them the quality embedded in the symbol. The 

same reaction was evident with the dream catchers. "Dream catchers have caught on. I see them 

everywhere--earrings, pendants. I. told me she has one hanging in her [bedroom] window and 

has no longer had bad dreams. 1 don't know what to make of this" (Researcher' s Personal 

Journai). One student wrote in his questionmire, "The thing I enjoyed most about this unit was 

making the dream catchers. I üked it because they were fun to make and I enjoy having on2 to 

catch my drearns," (Student Questionnaire). Another student responded to the same question 

"The thing I enjoyed most about the unit was when we made the dream catchers. 1 k e d  it 

because I had a belief in it that the good dreams go through it and the bad dreams get tangled in 

it" (Student Questionnaire). 

These snidents had not only deveioped a strong respect for the Fgst Nations culture, they 

had "bought mto" some of their beliefs. Students of this age group have just begun to develop a 



social conscience. They have begun to pay attention to the world around them and the concem 

of the world. They have developed concem for the environment. They &O have developed fears 

about the continuation of life on earth. Death bas becorne a topic of discussion and concem At 

the sarne time students in this age group have "bought intol' popular culture including brand narne 

c lothing, sports heroes, movie stars, rock groups, latest fashions. latest television shows. and 

ideas that oppose the ideas of their parents. Students of this age group have struggled with 

developing a set of values, and a sense of the meaning of Me. They were ripe to "buy into" the 

culture of the First Nations People. 

"Not ail societies make a culture/nature distinction where culture fransforms or controls 

nature. Dn these societies] nature is considered to be an exalted domain not subject to control but 

instead viewed as a source of power fkom which to partake" (Dissanayake. 1992. p. 75). The First 

Nations culture is one such society and this idea of onenea with nature was seducing our 

student S. 

This chapter descnis  the teachers'explanations for the success of the curriculum project 

and what they believe to be the contribution of the arts to that success. Teachen' comments are 

categorized ushg components of Dissanayake's theory of art as a biological need. The 

components are the Arts Draw You In. The Arts As A Way ofhowing, The Arts As A 

Humaninng Process. and The Arts As Emotion. Makmg the link between the student and the 

artist or culture is a key element of the curriculum project. 

Included also in this chapter is a cornparison of the classes and teachers involved in the 

curriculum project. Results of the coqanSon are organized in a graph. 



CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

Chapter 9 descnis a persona1 experience of how Native arts drew me in long afier the 

curriculum project was over. The chapter also inchides a short Native story that illustrates a 

ciifference between a Native and non-Native perspective. Also included in the chapter are 

concluding comments about the success of the curriculum project. 

A Short E~ilogue: The Dance of Unity 

I believe that Native cukure is very seductive. 1 attended the official opening of the Native 

Canadian exhibit at the Museum of CiMlUation in HuIi, Quebec, an exciting display of Native art 

and artifacts. For the grand opening, a group of Natives fkom the West Coast had flown into HuU 

to participate in the ceremony. They danced and between each dance the chief told the story of 

die dance, its history, and its symbolic meaning. From t h e  to t h e  one of the dancers would 

corne into the audience and invite some of the spectatoa to dance. No one refused. even though 

the dances were totdy foreign to them I was very nervous that someone would ask me to dance 

because 1 am very shy but, during the Unity Dance. the chief came down and specificdy invited 

me to join them. I could not refuse. It was the most incrediile experience I have ever had. 1 

understood how the children who had joined in with the Mohawk dancen had felt. 1 felt 

transformed. The people were warm and accepting and even though 1 did wt know the steps, I 

felt no embarrasment. The audience disappeared and 1 was ody dancing with the people. to the 

drurn kat, to the singing. 

A comment made by one of the teachers, during the focus discussion, on the reaction of 

the students and teachea to the performance of the Mohawk Dancers, reflects the way I fe1t when 

1 danced with the Natives at the museum. 



My heart beats, therefore there is a rhythm to my living. wthout that kat.  without ans 

h d  of rhythm. there is no me. When my heart stops beating there is no Me. therefore I'm 

attracted not ody to beat but to rhythm but I'm also attracted to strooger beats because 

that means more Me. (Marc% Focus Discussion) 

A Native Storv: Points of View 

Native culture is seductive because it abounds with symbolism and good feelings and ans. 

[t makes you feel good. Dissanayake would say that we find this culture seductive because our 

own culture has 10s its criticai link with the arts. The arts have los  their importance. This story. 

written by a Native Amencan about the diferences in perception between Native and non-Native 

people tells it best as it illustrates the importance of symbolism in Native culture. 

What do you see here. my fi-iend? lust an ordinary oid cooking pot. black with soot and 

Mi of dents. 

It is standing on the îke on top of that old wood stove. and the water bubbles and moves 

the iid as the white stem rises to the ceiling. Inside the pot is boiling water. chunks of 

meat with bone and fat and plenty of potatoes. 

It doesn1t seem to have a message, that old pot. and 1 guess you don? give it a thought. 

Except the soup m e b  good and reminds you that you are hungry. Maybe you are 

womed that this is dog stew. Weii, dont worry. It's just beef-no fat puppy for a special 

ceremony. It's just an ordiaary, everyday meal. 

But I'rn an Indian. 1 think about ordhay, common things like this pot. The bubblhg water 

comes from the rain cloud. It represents the skq. The fke cornes f?om the sun which 

warms us d-men, animals, trees. The m a t  stands for the four-legged matures. our 

animal brothers, who gave of thernselves so that we should live. The s t e m  is Living breath. 



It was water; now it goes up to the sky, becomes a cloud again These things are sacred. 

Looking at that pot fidi of good soup, 1 am thinking how, in this simple manner. Wakan 

Tanka takes care of me. We Siow spend a lot of t h e  thinkuig about everyday things 

which in our mind are mixed up with the spirituai. We see in the world around us many 

symbols that teach us the meanhg of We. We have a saying that the white man sees so 

Little, he must see only with one eye. We see a lot that you no longer notice. You could 

notice ifyou want to, but you are usually too busy. We Indians live in a world of çymbols 

and images where the spintual and commonplace are one. To you syrnbols are just words. 

spoken or wtitten in a book. To us they are part of nature, part of ourselves-the earth the 

sun. the wind and the min, stones, trees, animais, even little insects iïke ants and 

grasshoppen. We try to understand them not with the head but with the heart. and we 

need no more than a hint to give us the meaning. 

What to you seerns commonplace seems to us wondrous through syrnbolism This is 

funny, because we dont even have a word for symbolism, yet we are all wrapped up in it. 

You have the word, but that is aU. (Deer & Erdoes, 1972) 

Concludinn Comrnents 

The beginning of this thesis d e s c h d  the problem of racisrn in our society and the 

diffierent educationai approaches taken by schools in dif3erent parts of the world to combat 

racism. Chapter 2 focussed on the essential elements of an antiracist program as dehed by the 

educational theorists and on my assesment that few of the programs that had k e n  Unplemented 

in schools to combat racism had contained the essential elements, or had been evaiuated- The 

essential elements defined an antiracist program as person-centered, cosperative, coilaborative, 

participatory, and involvmg the affective domain m makmg both teachers and students feel a 



change. Antiracist programs should teach the language to descnk incidents of bis .  increase the 

audents' self-esteem, invo Ive critical thinking, bring people fiom dserent cultures int O contact. 

have a teacher-leader who demonstrates unbiased attmides and actions. make a personal Link 

between the students and the "other" penon, be implemented in a whole school or division and 

involve the cornrnunity beyond the school. The power of the arts as an agent of developing 

positive racial attitudes was ciescnkd as explored by Semple (1993), Black ( 1992). and 

Thompson (1 997). It is beiieved, by these researchers, that the arts d e  the personal link that is 

deemed to be so important by antiracist educational theorists. "What this means for education . . . 

is that we need to appeal to art and performance as ways to retiame and reconceive race 

relations" (Thompson, 1997. p. 7). 

Chapter 3 descnkd a project. of which I was the CO-ordinator. The program was 

implemented in two schoo ls and it contained the essential elements of an antiracist program. It 

used the arts as the vehicle for the leaming and as the agent of change. The goals of the project 

were to address the issues of bias generally and issues of bias against First Nations People 

specificdy. The target group was students in Grades 7 and 8 in two schoois that encompassed 

three sites. The group of Native People involved in the study were the Mohawk People. The 

approach began with the students themselves, one voice, and eventually moved on to the Native 

Peoples. cultuml voices. 

My research purposes were: 

1. To provide a descriptive account of the teachers perceptions of the experience; 

2. To describe self-reports and teacher-reports of mcreased tolerance in students; 

3. To descni  the expression of positive attitudes toward First Nations People dtuhg and 

following the project; 



4. To ident* qualities of the arts that mi@ have played a major role in contributing to 

the success of the project. 

The curriculum project was hi&@ successful in heiping students develop positive attitudes 

toward Native People, as demonstrated by the -sis of student and teacher questionnaires. 

teacher focus discussion, and the personal narrative. It was believed by the teachers invo lved. and 

demonstrated in the student questionnaires, that most students made some movement on the 

Development of Tolerance continuun This contmuum was suggested by stages that grew 

naturally out of the data 

Since the cuniculum project was reported to be successful by the participants. the next 

part of the thesis examined the contributing factors to the success. The major convibuting factor 

reponed by the participants, was the centrality of the arts. This is consistent with the theory of 

evolutionary biologist, Dissanayake (1 PX), who dehed art as a huaan biological need. Her 

theory defïned specific ways the human biological need d e a s  itself. These manifestations were 

used as categories for organiPng the data The manifestations were: art is a human behaviour 

which rnakes us "feel good;" art is "making special" which is a universal behaviour; the arts are 

used by people to control their fate--&ornena; the arts embellish their personal belongings and 

bodies; and the arts abound with universal metaphors. 

There was a great deal of evidence in the data that illuminates the d e s t a t i o n s  of art as 

a human bio1ogica.i need as descnid m Dissanayake's theory and although 1 am not a biologicai 

detenninist, 1 beiieve that her theory apdy descnks the power of the arts for human beings. The 

teachers in the focus group were not biological determinists eiîher, but even the language that was 

used dinmg the focus discussion was the language of Dissaaayake's theory. We used terms like 

"drawn in," "feels good," "strong emotion," "metaphor," and "U13iVerSEiln to descrii the arts 



experiences that we provided for our students. The mernbers of the focus group had not heard of 

Dissanayake. I had read her book, Homo Aestheticus. but I bad not examined it closeiy enough at 

that point, to have chosen her components of "making speciai" as a fiamework for analyzing the 

data The b w o r k  emerged nanirally fiom the language of the teachen and the students. 

The data suggested that the arts were the iastnimentai fztor in making the personal Link 

between the students and the Fist Nations People. The personai iink appeared to be the factor 

that changed the attitude toward the Native Peoples. The personal link occurred when the 

students began to identifl with the creator of the art. The most important finding in my data was 

the fact that the classes who demomtnted the most signifiant change in attitude were those 

classes that involved not just the viewing of the arts but a h  dohg the arts. The combination of 

viewing and doing made the personai ünk po ssibe. This combination of viewing and do ing the 

arts of the F i  Nations culture was a powerful agent of change. 

Limitations of the Research 

The research identifïed fkctors other than immersion in the arts that conm3uted to the 

success of the cUmculum project. Withing the design of the study, it was dficult to separate 

these &tors. Teacher effect camot be overlooked. It is possible that the teachers in classes 2 and 

3 were much more cornfortable with this kind of teachhg and therefore carried out the cumculum 

more successfùiiy. There is also the possïbiiity that the classes who completed the most activities 

also had the highest success rate. Because of a diffemce in attitude or comnntment to the 

project, some classes participated in more of the activities, specifidy the arts actmties. The 

prescn'bed and optionai actiMties are reported m the ct,micuhmi outhe in Appendar & 

The curriculum project was not plauned as a research project and so the fâct that there 

was no pre-study idormation about exkithg student attitudes toward Native people is a limitation 



to the research. The attitudes could have been measured uskg many assesment tools- 

questionnaires, attitude surveys, class discussions, and brainstorming sessions. The questionnaires 

used were not prepared for a research project. They could have been stnictured to elicit more 

speciiic idormation. 

Both teacher and student voices were represented in questioMaKes and focus group 

discussioq however, four teachers did not participate in the focus discussion and one ciass did not 

complete the questionnaires. It is not hown how these misshg voices might have changed the 

hdings. 

Recommendations for C u r r i c h  Impkmentation 

There were many lessons in the project. A project like this can not be done in isolation It 

must be done in a whole school or a division. For there to be any significance to the work, it must 

have the authority of a large group. There were many references in the data to the importance of 

doing the project with a large group of students. If so many people were ge- together to say 

something, then it must be true. That was a prevaibg attitude among the teachers as they spoke 

about the changes they coukl see happening to their students. As 1 read the iiterature related to 

antiracist education, the importance of the large group approacb was evident (Cheng & Sondack 

1 994). 

The project also needed the artists fiom the First Nations comrmrnity. It was widely 

beiieved that the project did wt reaily get off the ground until the First Nations storyteller visited 

the classes. At that point the project was reaUy born. One of the most often cited high points of 

the pro&&, according to the student questiomiaires, was the vis& by the storyteller. A classoorn 

teacher could teach the art lessons, teach rhe dance, and teII the stories, but the First Nations 

aaists  lent the arts an authenticity aad an authority that the teacher could not reproduce. The 



persod tink that was made between the a .  and the students was m i a L  This is also backed up 

by McLeod's papa, Multiculturalism and the Conce~t of a Non-Racial Societv, where he writes 

about the importance of "Contact Theoryn (McLeod, 1994, p. 18). 

The heavy reIiance on teamwork was both a sîrength and a weakness and could be a 

limitation to someone who wanted to undertake a project such as this. If 1 were to do this p j e c t  

again, 1 would want to d e  sure the team structure was already in place. Developing the team as 

we went made the work much more difncult than it had to be, although the process was a learning 

experience in iwlt Teachers can close the classroom door and go their own way. It is dïfficult for 

some teachers to change their ideas, plam, and approach to rnatch the ideas, p h ,  and approach 

of the team However, to undertake a unit as complex as this one, a team approach was necessary. 

DEerences in philosophies made the tearmvork difncult at thes. At least one of the 

teachers conhually asked when we wodd have t h  to get back to the "real leaming," meanhg 

math ftom textbooks, reading h m  textbooks, spehg fiom textbooks, history fiom textbooks, 

and so on. The nanue of the team is of the utmost importance. A good working relationship 

among the members of the team, a simüarity in philosophy of tewhing, and a personai 

connnrtment fiom the memben of the team are needed to undertake a project like this. Each team 

member must demonstrate cooperation, collaboration, and participation in the activities. 

A teacher who has little cornfia wah the arts woukl have difnculty with a unit such as 

this. Whüe we had F b t  Nations artists in the classrooms to teach some of the arts, there was an 

expectation th more art was bemg done by the classroom teachers. There was at lest one 

teacher who fkquently asked for help h m  me or other mernbers of the team. This was an 

important carrer development fOt this teacher because this was the fbt t h e  that she bad actdîy 

asked for any help fkom a Learning Resource Teacher and this act was the beginning of a solid 



working relationship between me and this teacher. A good team supports its memben and the 

leader must be able to lead by example. Even the limitation of the teacher not king cornfortable 

with the arts couid be overcome with the right team and with professionai development 

oppomuiities. Professional development is an important component in a curriculum project of this 

magnitude, and while we had some professional development and s h e d  pIanning times during 

the school &y, we did not have enough. lnservice sessions where the teachers could a c W y  

participate m the arts actMties themsehres in advance of the project would have been beneficial. 

The fact that the project took place in three sites M e d  the impromptu s h e d  planning 

oppomullties that invariably happen after school or at lunch hour with teams of teachers. 

Ml of these fkctoa have to do with teacher and team effectiveness. A large part of the 

success of the project was due to this. Without effective teachen and teams, the project might not 

have k e n  as successful. The data cleariy show that the classrooms where the cumiculurn was fulS 

hplemented and the teachers were committed to the project had the most student-cited positive 

attitudes toward Native people. 

The project contained m y  of the ideas that were invo lved in the prograrns descriid in 

the htroductioa Antibias education was taught as a separate subject aithough it permeated many 

subjects. The criticai thinking and viewing sküls (Kehoe, 1984; McLeod, 1994) required for 

anticbias education were used to examine Nms, textbooks, and historical theories. This was an 

important step m the development of tolerance. The students needed a vocabuiary to deal with the 

issues of bias and strategies to deal with then In the other pmgnuns a great deal ofemphasis was 

placed on sesestean of the shidents (Klein, 1993; McLeod, 1994). This was also an iinportant 

component of our program. We began with the seIf. Being able to discuss and illustrate one's 



heritage is an acceptance and understanding of the seif Being able to tell one's story fkom 

awther's point of view is self-a-. One needs high seKesteern to be able to do those things. 

We began our project with a model that we believed could be the fiiamework for any 

cultural snidy. The model commenced with one voice--ou own point of view. We rnoved to two 

voices--1ooking at another's point of view. We pmgressed to cultural voices--1ooking at the point 

of view of a specific culture. It ended with a new voice-a changed point of view about the culture 

king studied. 

1 do not know ifthe students who cited a changed attitude toward First Nations People 

d experience a tramfer of the antibias skills toward another cufturev but I believe that the 

chances of it happening are much greater tbaa ifthey had never participated m the project. 

Teachers' feelings and behaviour changed and tint afZected the aîtitudes of the students. 

When it became personal for the teacher, it a c t e d  the -dents. 

p e  high point for me was] 1 th& the bias part . . . 1 personaily too k something fkom 

that, because 1 guess we all sit and listen to [biased] jokes . . . and I found myseifnow 

opting out of these situations at school. . . and 1 didn't realize that when 1 said things like 

'jew me down". . . that was a b k d  comment and now I'm very aware of it, very, very 

aware of it . . . it went fiom school to home. . . It really brought home the things that we 

say and how sometimes we can hurt people without realizing that we are hurting people. I 

see where I'm much more carefb!, no, wt carefiil I just elimioate it [ b ' d  comments] . 

(Norma, Focus Discussion) 
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Culnval Awareness Through The A r t s  
S tudent Quest io naire 

At the beginning of this unit on First Nations people I didn't know 

. now 1 know 

Before I participated in this unit I felt 

about First Nations people. but 

now 1 feel 

Next years students shodd do this unit because 

The thing I most enjoyed about this unit was 



Appendix B 

Cultural Awareness Through The Arts 
Teacher Questionaire 

This unit was designed to do three things: 

1. to 
size. 

2. to 

3 .  to 

make students aware of bias in our world especially around race. age. class. body 
and gender. 

use an anti-bis approach in leamhg about First Nations Culture 

use the arts as a vehicle for leamkg and for demonstrating leamkg. 

A. Do you think there is a need for this kind of programming? Why/why 

B. Do you think this unit accomplished any of its goals? Why/why not? 

C. Were the professional development, reflection and planning sessions wful to you in 
your professional growth? Whylwhy no t? 



Appendk C 
Focus Discussion Questionaire 

name 

This unit was designed to d e  midents aware of bias in general and bias toward Firsr 
Nations people generally. It was also designed to use the arts as a vehicle for leamhg and 
for demonstrat hg  leaming . 

A. Do you thllik the unit accomplished its goals? 

B. Were the goals appropriate? 

C . Was the use of the arts mtegral to achieving these goals? 

D. How do you think the children reacted to the use of the arts? 

E. Codd we have done the same thing without the arts? 



F. How cornfortable are you with Visuai Arts, Drama Dance. Music? 

G. Do you think there are benefits to tearnwork of this kind? 

H. How important was it that we were all doing the sarne unit at the same tirne? Was 
there strength in numbers? 

1. What do you think about teachers creating their own curricula for their own students? 

. . . - - - - 

J. Any other comments? 



Appendk D 

Focus Group Discussion 

Focus Questions 

1 .What did you think about using the arts as  a vehicle for leaming? 

2. Would you use this approach again'? 

3 .Have you used the arts as a vehicle for learning and demonstrating leaming 

before? Descni the expenence. 

4. What was the most powerful part of the project for you? For your students? 

5.What would you say was the most important activity of the project regarding 

how the students learned? 

6.Did you have students who just were not interested? Why do you think this was 

the case? 

7. Were there students who surprised you? How? 

&Have you taught Fira Nations before? What approach did you use? 

9.Did the students leam the knowledge component more or less effectively in our 

project? 

10.Did the students learn the attitudes and skills more or less effectively ùi our 

project? 



Appendix E 
Letter to Focus Discussion Teachers 

FOCUS DISCUSSION 
The Power of the Arts as an Instructional Tool 

July 16. 1996 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a focus group discussion about the power of the 
arts as an instructional tool on Fnday, July 19, 1996. The information that is gathered at the 
discussion wiü forrn part O f the data for my Mister of E d u m  ion thesis at Queen's t'nivcrsity. 
You were chosen for this discussion because you were members of the Cultural Awareness 
Th rough The Arts project this past school year. 

During the session 1 wili be tape recording our discussion and later transcnbing your 
words for inclusion in my thesû. No one will hear the tapes except me and when I transcribe them 
1 will give you a fictitious name.You WU maintain complete anonymity. M e r  the thesis is 
complete and the oral examinition has k e n  accomplished all tapes of the discussion will be 
destroyed. I will give you the opportunity to read my interpretation of the transcripts to rnake sure 
your opinions and ideas are represented accurately. 

If. as a research subject you have. now or later. some concem about the research you 
should feel &e to discuss this with the investigator. Carol Butler. andor the Dean or his/her 
delegate. 

Ifyou agree to these conditions, please sign the attached form below. Thank y u  for your 
support. 

S incerely. 

-- --UI------------~"----------__HI__HI-__HI-__HI__HI__HI__HI*__HI-__HI__HIUI~*--__HI-----....-UU*UUUUUU-"-- 
1 give permission for my words to be transcribed and included in Carol Butler's Master of 
Education thesis. I understand thrit this work will be published at Queen's University and may 
later be pubhhed in an educational journal or some other source. 1 ais0 understand that my name 
will not be attached to my words in the thesis and that the only person who will b e n  to the 
onguial audio tape is Carol Butler. I also understand that 1 will have the opponunity to see the 
w&en interpretation of the discussions. 

1 also give permission for her to use as data the questionaire completed at the end of the project 
and the questionaire used in preparation for the Focus Group dixussion. 

(signature) (date) 



Appendix F 
Letter to Funding Agent for the Project 

Federation of Women Teachers' Association of Ontario 
1260 Bay Street 
Toronto, Ontario. M5R SB8 

ATTENTION: Narne of Contact. Executive Assistant, Professionai Development 

SUBJECT: CULTURAL AWARENESS THROUGH THE ARTS 

Dear 9 

I am currently working on my thesis for my Master of Education degree at Queen's 
University. I have decided to do this thesis on the power of the arts as an instructional tool. Much 
of the data for this thesis wili corne f?om the project that CO-coordinator and 1 worked on over 
the past school year and was fuoded by FWTAO. The project is a rich source of information 
about using the arts as a vehicle for both leamhg and demonstrating leamhg. The cornponents 1 
will use are the proposal, the curriculum, and the videotape of the performance. If I do not hear 
fkom you to the contrary, 1 will assume that this is acceptable. 1 will provide you with a copy of 
the thesis when it is completed. 

Once agah thank you for your part in the decision to fund our project. It was a powerful 
experience for students and teachen alike. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Butler 



Appendk G 

Letter to the Superintendent of Schools 

Name of School 
Address of School 
Tuesday, July 16, 1996 

Nme of Superintendent 
Superintendent of Schools 
Narne of Board of Education 
Address of Board of Education 

Dear Superintendent . 

This is to confirm your message of July 5, 1996 that I may use any or al1 of the components and 
results of the project that BLANK and 1 completed, as data for my thesis for the Master of 
Education degree at Queen's University. The project, Cultural Awareness Through The Arts. 
includes the proposal and the curriculum. 
For your information, 1 am holding a focus group discussion with five of the ten teachers involved 
in the project to further delve into the power of the arts as an instructional tool. These teachers 
have d given their permission for me to use theu cornrnents and opinions in my thesû. Their 
names will be changed in the thesis, however. I will provide you with a copy of the thesis when it 
is complete. 

Thank you for your support. 

S incerely, 

Carol Butler 





Instructional Focus 
Histary of first Nations 
research 
detecting bias 
critical reading 
critical viewing 
identif'y primary source 
expository writing 
secondary source 
corn par ing 
concluding 
report ing 
understand relat ionship between 
environment and community 
development 

Unit: I h t  Nations 
Grades 7 & 8 

*the nexi three sections are not meant to be taught sequeniiûlly, but Iayrred. 

Strategies 

formal large group lessons on a specilic group of first Nations 
people pre-European contact. cg.., The Inuit 

homes 
transportat ion 
food 
beliefs 
division of labour 
technology 
cloihing 

O 

assign a research project (Criterio provided) 

Assessrnent & Evalurition 

observation sheet 

A11 uctivities in section 2 must be complett 
C 

Instructional Focus 
First Nations People Today 
see above skills 
deconstruct stereotypes 
First Nations contributions to Canadian 
society 
participate in discussions and question 
sessions appropriately wiih class visitors 
engage in refleciion 

project assessment sheei 

story 

'. 

reflecîive journal act iviiies 
illustrate the creation story in mural/visual tirnelines 
r a d  other creation stories nnd compare 
create a class bulletin board of newspaper articles - 
daily news discussion 
newspoper scrapbmk 
research First Nations people in the media - ielevisio~i 
programs, movies, nchievemeni award shows. check for 
stereotypes 
highliglii fa~iious First Nations people - Elijnli I larper, 
Ovide Mercredi, Susan Aglukark, Ruffy Sce, Marie, 
Benjamin Chi Chi, Kashiiri, etc. 

Strategies 
invite First Nations siorytellerlhistorian io tell creation 

read modern first nations litcrature 

Assessmen t & Evaluation 
observation checklist 
arts assessnient tao) 



Uriit: First Nations 
Grades 7 & 8 

*the i i rxt  ihrer sections are noi meant to be taught sequentially, but Iayered. 

Mandatory activities in Section 3 are in italics 

instructionlil Focus 
First Nations People Through The Arts 

meaning 
symbols 
history o f  people 
forrn 
function 
importance to culture 
historical relevance 
experience 

The Integrated Arts Presentation 
planning 
cooperat ive learning 
research skills 
use o f  audio, vidco and lighting 
technology 

St rategies 

create drearn catchers - have u First Nï~tions 
person r d 1  the Dreïirn catcher srory and teach 
the students how to make them 
i~lvittc u ~rt,irp (fJr.st Nutions cluttce~r. to  
p e r j h i j b r  the studenrs utid lime tller~i explniri 
the historiwl relc?\mce of'rhe ùuriws riricl the 
s y t h l i c  t~ir(ir~irtg of ihe ttîoverrtetît.~ c.m/ drwe .~  
use reproductions o f  First Nations art for 
appreciation and imitation - use visual arts 
lessons provided 
make rnasks, totem poles, spirit Stones, carvings, 
beadwork - learn about the significance o f  the 
art form and its symbolic meaning - see lesson 
plans 
listen to commercial audio tapes - learn the 
songs and sing along with the tapes 
watch music videos, e.g.. Susan Aglukark 
l'each O Siem - create dance to go with music 
See the integrated arts recipe 

Assessmcnt & Evaluation 

observation checklist 
arls assessrnent tool 

presentat ion assessinent sheet 




